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PLATE I

LE

Title page of

Ncms Jo1~
rary,

reproduced here by permission ot the 13odleian
ord, owners or the original.

PREFACE
Up to the present time, there has been no comprehensive history
of the violin &tude.

Most editors of dictionaries and encyclopedias de-

vote little, if any, space to the topic, and those who do are concemed
mainly with keyboard dtudes.

subject very lightly;

Histories of violin playing touch upon the

biographical dictionaries are inclined to stat.

merely that a canposer wrote studies or didactic works, and the few articles actually listing specific works give few dates for them..

is no article under "'tude" in

Grove's

There

Digtigna,rv1 -- one is referred to

"study," and Willi Apel 2 ba.ses his short article 1n the

Harvard Digtign-

&n upon a dissertation written in 1930 on the development of the piano

,tude.
lin

Hence, it can be seen that a study of the development of the vio-

,tm• is

needed.

Maurice

w.

Riley's

The Teaching of' ijgw!jd Instruments trgm.

1511 to 17563 is a study of the history, methods, and techniques or
teaching the playing or bowed instruments between 1511, the date of
1. Groye' s Digtiqw:y; of Mnsig and Mn§igian@~ 5th ed., 10 vols., ed.
Eric mom (New York: st. Martin' s Press, Inc. , 19,54-61) •
2. Willi Apel, Harvard Digtigparv of Musig (Cambridge, Mass. :
University Press, 12th printing, 1960), 249-50.

Harvard

3. Maurice Winton Riley, lb@ Teaching of' Bczwed Inst;ruments frap 1511 to
(Ph.D. dissertatiai, University ot Michigan, 19.54).
vi

Sebastian Virdung' s Musiga getutsght. and 1756, that of Leopold Mozart' s

Yersugh einer grJtn,d,lighen Yio1insghµle,

Riley's dissertation is or value

for this present study in that it provides a bibliography or the important T.1olin methods during those years;

however, these methods must be

examined anew for the present investigation, partly because ot Riley's
indiscriminate use of the words "exercise," "'tude," and "study" to designate didactic violin music.

This is \D'lderstandable in view ot the tact

that the words are often used interchangeably, bu.t for purposes of a
study of the development or the ,tude as a musical composition, a more
definitive teminology must be employed.

It must be recognized, too,

that Riley's prime concem was with the instructional principles presented, and their application, rather ·than with the proper c],.assifioation of any music contained therein.
Peter Felix Ganz's
~.

4

The Poxelopmcmt of the Etµde for Pi,ano-

one of the very fw studies that have been made conceming the

,tude, traces the developaent of the piano &tude from its origin as a
practice piece to the attainment of its status (b,y about 1860) as an
accepted concert work, with emphasis upon the compositions of Cramer
and Clementi.

A single concluding chapter treats of the principal •tude

composers of the following century.
studies:

(1) Roland Bitner, Die

Ganz reviews two previous doctoral

Jgrtyi,gklJm.g der Spiel,teghn;ik dor

4. Peter Felix Ganz, The Poxolom,ont of tho Etµdo
dissertation, Northwest.em University, 1960).
vii

for Pi,anotorto

§ghn1-

(Ph.D.

und Lehrwerke fflr IQ,a,y;lerinstnarnoute. completed at the University or
Munich in 1937, which Ganz credited with saving him much rese~ch;

and

Mozart bis I41zt,
witor besonderor Berficks;ightigµng 4or Mothod,o 4os IQ,ayi.onm,tem,Qht,11,
(2) Else OOrk,

Die EnMclcl,ung der nay1,erotJfdo

ygn

done at the University of Vienna in 1930, which Ganz dismisses as being
of little value other than for analyses

or

compositions.

This is the

work upon which Apel bases his article in the HAryard Digtigp•ry, where
the author's name is misspelled "Gork."

Both studies are given as part

or the bibliography for Willi Kahl' s article in 5Sl,. 5
The purpose or this study is to investigate and ascertain the
history and the development or the ,tude as a specific form of didactic
literature for the violin.
and musical, are considered;

.All inf'luential factors, both non-musical
in a study of this type, however, more

space is devoted to the musical than to the non11Usical elements.

This

being the case, an investigation or instructional materials tor the vio-

lin comprises the major portion of this writing.

The period covered is

from 1523 to around 1800.
A working terminology is defined.

Contributory factors dis-

cussed include general world corditions, the change in social status of
the musician, changes in the vio11nist 1 s equipment, "schools" and conservatories, and early compositions for the violin.

Thereafter, instruc-

5. Willi Kahl, "Ett!de," 01,e Mµsik 1n Gesgh;i,ghto und Gogenwart. 11 vols.
to date, ed. Friedrich filUD1e (Kassel & Basel:
1607-14.

m,

viii

mrenreiter, 1949-),

tional materials are presented according to the country in which publication occurred., chronologically by date ot publication in so far as
this is feasible;

the content of' each method is presented briefly when

such information is available.

In those instances where a composer's

works were published in several countries, his compositions are considered in a group and cross-references are made so that his activity in
the various c01mtries does not go unnoticed.

Where primary sources, or

microfilms or microcards of them, are obtainable, the contents are evaluated as to the presence of &tudes, but where sole evidence lies in secondary sources, no detinite evaluation can be made.
All spellings have been retained as they occur in the sources;
where words in a foreign language were misspelled or given antiquated.
spellings, or where accents have been omitted, these words have not been
altered in any way, nor has the word "sic" been used, for in many cases
"sic" would have had to be inserted after almost every word in a title
or quotation.
The writer wishes to express her sincere gratitude to Professor Albert T. Luper, who gave generously of his time and experience in
the guidance of this study, and to Professor E. Eugene Helm, whose suggestion that she "do something with the ,tude" has resulted in this
writing.
gestions.

Dr. Helm also read the manuscript and offered valuable sugThe writer aclmowledges her great debt to Dr. David D. Boyden,

who graciously provided. her with a selection of offprints of his articles

ix

and films, granted permiss1.on to use the list of &lglish tutors he had
compiled, answered questicms, and made available for research· the violin
literature acquired by the University ot California (Berkeley) Music
Library.

Great demands have been made upon that Music Library, and

thanks are due to Dr. Vincent Duckles and ~u-s. Harriet Nicewonger, and
to the members of their staff.

However, this research could not have

been completed without the cooperation of the staf:rs of many libraries,
and especially the staff of the Music Library of The University of Iowa.
other libraries who have permitted the use of their holdings include:
The Music Division of The Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.;
British Museum;

the &xlled.an Library, Oxford;

tionale, Paris;

the Bl.blioth~ue du Conservatoire Royal, Brussels;

the Bl.blioth\que Na-

Kungliga Musikaliska Akadamiens Bl.bliothek, stockholm;
Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, Berlin;

The

the

Musikabteilung,

Musikabteilung, Sti.f'tung Preussisches

Kulturbesitz, Staatsbibliothek, Marrurg/Lahn;

Biblioteca del Conserva-

torio di Musica, Naples;

and Biblioteca del Conservatorio di Musica

"Giuseppe Verdi," Milan.

The staffs of these libraries, and their photo-

duplication agencies, have responded promptly to numerous requests.

Iowa City, Imra

29

X

May

1965

Additional acknowledgments are needed for this Fort Hays
studies publication of the writer's doctoral dissertation which was
completed at the Universi-cy of Iowa during the summer of 1965.

She

wishes to express her appreciation to Mr. Marc Campbell and the staff
of Forsyth Library, and to Mr. Leon Maxson and his staff at the Photography Laboratory at Fort Hays Kansas State College tor their assistance
in remaking the Plates for this printlng.

Hays, Kansas
21 August 1968
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Chapter I
TERMINOLOOY
Before a study pertaining to the violin ftude is possible, it
is necessary to arrive at a world.ng definition of the terminology to be
used;

in this case, the word

11

~tude 11 must be defined and a conclusion

reached as to its synonymity with, similarity to, or differentiation
from "exercise. 11
11

That is the purpose of this chapter.

ftude" is a French word meaning "study, 111 the derivation of

which may be traced from the Latin roots
ing;

11

11

studium, 11 the process of study-

studere, 11 to study, to strive af'ter, to be zealous;

and "tundere,"

to beat. 2 According to Oscar ID..och's Dictionnrlre ~tvmologigue de

la

langue fran.aise. the French word has been in use since the twelfth century, but appeared during the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries as
11

Third New

estuide 11 and 11 estudie. 113 Webster's

International

Dictionary

confirms this, but gives 11 estude 11 rather than "estuide," states the meaning to have been more

1.

11

at study" than

11

study, 11 and defines "~tude" as "a

11
ftude, 11 McKay;' s New Pronouncing English-French. French-English Dictionary, ed. E. Clifton, rev. J. McLaughlin (New York: David McKay
Co., 1904), II, 267.

2. "~tude," Cmtury Dicticmary and Encyclopedia, rev. ed., ed. William
Dwight Whitney, rev. Benjamin E. Smith (New York: Century Co., 1911),
Ill, 2020.

J. ttude," Dictionnrlre 6tvmologigue de la la,ngue rran.e,ise, .3rd ed.,
11

ed. Oscar filoch and W. von Wartburg (Paris:
de France, 1960), 2.39.
1

Presses Universitaires

2

piece of music for the practice of some special point of technical execution.

STUDY, EXERCISE;

also:

a composition built upon technical

motion but played for its artistic value (concert). 114 The s~e source
defines "study'' as "a musical composition usually devoted entirely to a
special problan of instrumental technique:

fTtmE, 11 5 and "exercise" as

"a composition or work of art performed chiefly in order to practice or

display a specific technical point or aspect (study in double stops)
(finger exercise, bowing exercise). 11 6

Grove's Dictionary lists nothing under "~tude" save

a cross-

reference to "Study," where the following definition is given:
instrumental piece, usually of some difficulty and most
often for a stringed keyboard instrument, designed in the
first place as a technical exercise, but the better for having
artistic value (e.g., Purcell's and ~del's Lessons. D. Scarlatti's esergizi, Paganini's violin capricgi. or Chopin's
~ ) • • • • A stuiy proper, be it only a mechanical exercise or a characteristic piece, is as a. rule distinguished
from all other musical forms by the fact that it is evolved
from a single phrase or ~ . be it of a harmonic or melodious character, upon which the changes are rung and which is
designed to exercise the player on some special technical
problem. 7
An

No bibliography is given.

4. "~ude," Webster's Third New International, Dictionary of the English
La,ngµage, Unabridged,. Philip B. Gove, ed.-in-chief (Springfield, Mass.:
G.

&

C. Merriam, 1961), 782.

5. "Study," op, cit , 2268.

6. "Exercise," llisl., 795.

7. &lward Da.nnreuther, "S'b.ldy, 11 Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
5th ed., 10 vols., ed. Eric mom (New York:
61), VIII, 156.

St. Martin's Press, 1954-

J
Willi Apel, in the

H.a,rya.rd Dictiona.ry. states that an ~tude ~s

"a piece designed to aid the student of an instrument in the development
of his mechanical and technical ability";

that it "is usually devoted

entirely to one of the special problems of instrumental technique" -scales, arpeggi, octaves, double stops, etc.;

and that it is written in

the fonn of a complete piece, as contrasted with finger-exercises, which
are short fornrulae designed for repetition many times, either on the same
pitch, or moving through the degrees of the scale.

The concert ~tude is

differentiated from an ~tude proper by being designated for purposes of
both study and public performance, thereby combining technical difficulty
with artistic quality. 8
The Larousse Grand dictionnaire states after the word "~tude,"
"-- mus.

Nom donn~). des morceaux de mu.sique gradu~s pour l'~tude du

chant ou d'un instrument. 119

The Riemann

Lerlkon

differentiates between

~tude and exercise by stressing the musical quality of the former, and
the lack of such quality in the latter. 10
Willi Kahl, in an article in ~

11 entitled "Ettide (frz. Etude,

8. Willi Apel, "~tude, 11 Ha.rva,rd Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 12th printing, 1960), 249-50.

9. "Etude -- mus.," Grand dictionnaire uniyersel du XIX8 sHlcle, ed.

Pierre Larousse (Paris: Administration du Grand dictionnaire universal, 1870), VII, 1083.

10. Hugo Riemann, "EtUde," Musik-Lexikon. 11th ed., 2 vols., ed. Alfred
Einstein (&rlin: Max Hesse, 1929), I, 708.

u. Willi

Kahl, 11 EtUde," Die ·1usik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 11 vols.
to date, ed. Friedrich ffiume (Kassel & Basel: 5irenreiter, 19'~-),
III, 1607-14.

4

engl. Study, ital. Studio)," regards the &tude as a study piece in tree
fonn, or two- or three-part song fo:nn, for various instruments, which
piece is used for practice and perfection of technique.

An

8tude deals

with one techrrl.cal problem (scale, arpeggio) or one motif or figure carried throughout the piece, and is to be distinguished from

cise) which is a mechanical piece or passage.

"Ubung"

(exer-

Kahl subdivides the &tude

category into those designed purely for study and those for recital or
concert.

His article is primarily concemed with keyboard 8tudes and in-

cludes discussion of Handstttcke, Tonsttlcke, Instructiven Ubungsttlcken,
exercises, exercices, esercizi, studii, caprice, capriccio, and etUde as
they pertain to this medium.
Dufourcq and Nava describe "esercizio" as a vocal or instrumental musical fragment designed "to conquer" a technical difficulty, and
"studio" as a kind of instrumental or vocal music composed for didactic
purposes, originating in organ compositions entitled preludio, ricercare,
or variation.12
Michel Brenet (Marie Bobillier) lists "estudio" as "a vocal or
instrumental work composed for instruction, in which, under an artistic
aspect, is presented an exercise for execution. 111 3
12. Norbert Dufourcq and Delfino Nava, eds., "Esercizio," Di~ionl-d,o musica].e La,rpµss~. J vols. (Milan: Fdizioni Paoline, 1961 , I, 591.
1J. Michel Bre11et (Marie B:>billier), "Estudio," Diccionarlo de la md,sica,
hist~rico y Ucnico, trans. and rev. Josd B. Humbert, J. Ricart Matas
& Aurelio Capmany (&.rcelona: Joaqrln Gil, 1946), 190. It should be
noted that this translation into English, and all others in this study,
have been done by the author.

5
To Henri Vercheval, "~tude" denotes a piece of music destined
to develop in all degrees the technique of the instrument;

an "~tude de

concert" is a work which contains technical difficulties, but which offers musical interest.

"L'~tude proprement dite" (the ~tude proper) is

not submitted to any constructional rule, and remains in the exclusive
domain of pedagogy. 14 For "capriccio," Vercheval writes:
Piece in free form, full of improvisation, of originality;
bear the name Caprice.

"Caprice.
many ~tudes

See ftudes. 11 15 Franiois Michel defines "capric-

cio" as a sixteenth-century term for character pieces "dans lesquelles
le ou les th~mes d'imitation donnent lieu\ des d~veloppements libres.
This form passed successively through stages similar to those
of canzona, ricercar, madrigal, and fantasia.

Davie describes "capric-

cio" as "A short instrumental piece of undefined form, the composer being free to follow his fancy in this respect," and for him an ~tude is
"a pianoforte piece designed to exploit some particular aspect of tech-

nique.1117

Bachmann says that an ~tude is "A study or exercise similar

14. Henri Vercheval, 11 hude, 11 Diotionnaire du violoniste (Paris:
bacher, 1923), 49-50.
15. "Capriccio," qp,

Flsch-

cit., 24.

16. "Capriccio," Ellcyolop&iie de la, musiqye. ed. Franiois Michel (Paris:
Fasquelle, 19.58), 488.
17. Cedric Thorpe Davie, Musical Structyre and Design (London:
Dobson, 1953), 176-77.

Dennis

6
in style to the caprice. 1118
The Murat-Sanders
"Ubung":

"1.

German-Ene:Jjsh Dictionary has this to say of

(das Uben) exercising;

(AusUben) practice; . . . auf dem

IG.avier, practicing (or playing exercises) on the piano •.
cise, study. 11 19

3.

exer-

However, Paul Hindemith refers to the music he entitled

Vbtmgen f'Ur Geiger 20 as ,tudes.
To date, tho writer has been unable to find a definition of
"matin6e" in a musical connotation, although that name was used by Gavini~s for the caprices he composed a. 1800. 21
1758) titled a set of works

Likewise, Roman (1694-

Assage;i which the editors of these composi-

tions translate as meaning "essays, experiments, studies. 1122

The name

"perpetuum mobile" is sometimes used for instructive pieces, and this is
defined by Vercheval as "Always in movement.

Name given to certain pieces

which, from beginning to end, employ only one single rapid value. 1123
It can be seen from the foregoing that many terms have been
18. Alberto Bachmann, An Encyclopedia of the Violin, trans. Frederick H.
l1artens, ed. Albert E. Wier (New York: D. Appleton, 1925). 326.
19. "Ubung," Murat-Sanders Encyclopaedic English-Gei,11an and German-English
Dictionary, 2 vols . • ed. H. Baumann (New York: Frederick Unger,
1.931), II, 988.
20. Paul Hindemith, Ubungan_ffl.:c_~ (Hainz:

B. Schott, 1958).

21. Pier~ Gavinibs, Twenty-four Studi.M..J]~s) for the Violin C~1800_/, ed. Leopold Lichtenberg (New York: G. Schirmer, 1908).
22. J. H. Roman, Assa,ggi h violino~, Vol. I in Monumenta Musicae
Svecicae. ed. Ingmar fungtsson and Lars Fryd~n (Stockholm: Almquist
& W
iksell, 1958), vi.
23. Vercheval, "Perpetuum mobile," ~..ill, •• 89.
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used to denote an ~tude, and that the term has almost as many definitions
as there are writers who gave it consideration.

The confusion among com-

positions belonging to this genre existed for centuries;

it was brought

to public notice, for instance, in 1841, when an article entitled
cice und EtUde 1124 appeared in the Allgemeine

11

Exer-

musicalische Zeitung.

The

author, K. B. von Nil ti tz, mentioned the numerous works appearing as both
exercises and ~tudes, many of which soon disappeared and were forgotten,
and then he wrote of the necessity for a double nomenclature clarifying
and distinguishing between exercice (or Ubung) and

(or Studie).

Criticism was made of the interchangeability of the terms, since the most
trivial figure could make an exercise, but if art was lacld.ng, a work was
not a true ~tude.

Similarly, a virtuoso should not be a machine, but an

artist, and artists are formed through ~tudes rather than through exercises.

Therefore, the author would have every musical composition of

this genre labelled "Fingert!bungen mit Geist (oder EtUden)" or "FingerUbungen ohne Geist (Exercices). 1125
Ganz seems to have arrived at the most conclusive definition
of "~tude" to date, namely, that the tenn "denotes a complete composition with pedagogic intent and content that features at least one consistently recurring problem of physiological, technical, or musical

24. K. B. von Hiltitz, "Exercice und EtUde," illgemeine musicalische
Ze~, No. 10, Har. 1841, 209-13.
25. Ih1s;l. , 211.

8

difficulty which requires of the player not only mechanical application,
but proper study and correct interpretation as well. 1126
For purposes of this writing, one minor addition will be made
to Ganz's definition, so that herein the term "~tude" will denote "a complete composition with

both musical and pedagogic intent and contmt fea-

turing at least one consistently recurring problem of physiological, technical, or musical difficulty which requires of the player not only mechanical application, but proper study and correct interpretation as well."

In contrast, an exercise is a chiefly mechanical note pattern of undetermined length which is designed for the player's familiarization with and
drill on a certain specific technical aspect of his instrument, thereby
furthering development of the player's physiological faculties;
words, it is never, strictly spoaldng, a complete

in other

musical composition.

Just as exercises may be of different types, depending on emphasis, i.e.,
finger exercises, or bowing exercises, so may ~tudes;

the latter may be

further sul:xlivided into ~'bl.des (or litudes proper), school ~tudes, and
concert ~tudes.

ftudes proper are those compositions which appear as an

entity unto themselves, either singly or grouped and published with other
~tudes;

school ~tudes are those which are a part of a violin method in

which they may appear along with scales, exercises, and pieces for performance;

and a concert ~tude is one whose prime purpose is as a compo-

sition for public performance.

26. Peter Felix Ganz, The Development of tl_le Etude for PiJmoforte (Ph.D.
dissertation, Northwestern University, 1960), 12.

9
For exemplification of the ~tude proper, No. 3 of the Fiorillo

Thirty-six Qaprices27 has been selected.

Analysis reveals a composition

of open asymmetrical binary form, dealing with the technical problem of
up-bow staccato, which is handled through the medium of the scale.

The

inherent musical value of the composition is apparent (see Plate II, page
10).

Ex:ercises can be seen from a glance at Sev~ik, Op. 6, Part VII;

No. 10 is given in Plate III, page 11. 28

The concert ~tude might be

illustrated by any of the Paganini Twenty-four Caprices. 29

27. Federigo Fiorillo, Thirty-six Studies or Ca.prices for the Violin, ed.
Henry Schradieck (New York: G. Schirmor, 1895), 4.
28. otalcar ~evMk, Violin Hethod for Beginners, Op. 6, Part VII (London:
Bosworth, 1901), 82.
29. Niccolb Paganini

XXIV

Caprices, together with Hoto Perpetuo and Duo
Carl Fischer, 1912).

Meryeille for Violin, rev. Emil Krose (New· York:

10
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Chapter II
GENERAL FACTORS CONTRIElJTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ETUDE

Discussions of specialized phases of musical activity often
ignore consideration of gmeral world conditions;

this tends to give

an impression of the activity's being cloistered, when quite often mundane conditions are an important factor.

The development of the violin

and its music, and parlicul.arly its didactic music, is a case in point.
The centering of musical activity in royal and religious courts refiected
the decentralization of government in Italy and in Gennany.

The rise of

a more or less independent spirit leading from accordance of divine right
to kings to a belief in human rights and brotherhood, exemplified in
France in revolution, is reflected in the activities of the musical world.
The cosmopolitanism and enlightenment of the eighteenth century
are witnessed in the presence of men like Voltaire at the court of Frederick the Great, and Metastasio at Vienna's imperial court;

in Italian

musicians worldng in courls in Gennany, Spain, England, and France;

in

despots themselves participating actively in cultural activities, as did
Frederick the Great of Prussia, Catherine the Great of Russia, Joseph_II
of Austria, and Louis XIV of France.

The general rise of the middle

class to an influential position brought with it the popularization of
art and learning, treatises written in the vernacular, novels and plays
depicting ordinary people with everyday emotions, literature becoming

1J
prosaic, and finally, tho emergence of public concerts.

This renection

of general mundane conditions in the history of music and other arts is
related to a study of the development of the violin ~tude in the popularization of the art of violin playing to the extent that as music printing
increased, instructional materials found their place on the market, and
developed from mere statements of principles to methods containing exercises for practice, and finally, to books of ~tudes.

Changing Social Status of the Musician
The violin and its player had to travel a long road before the
place was reached where a man like Samuel Johnson was willing to say of
it:
There is nothing in which the power of art is shown so much as
in playing on the fiddle. In all other things we can do something at first; any man will forge a bar of iron if you give
him a h&Illller; not so well as a smith, but tolerably; and make
a box, though a clumsy one; rut give him a fiddle and a fiddlestick, and he can do nothing.
The low social status of the musician can be traced beyond the
days of the jmgleurs and minstrels to the ancient custom of keeping mu-

sicians at Gallic courts for the dual purpose of being table companions
for and reciting the praises of the rulers.

1. James Boswell, Esq.,

The jongleurs and their

The Life of Samuel Johnson, LLD. (London: John

}!urray, 1835), III, 267.

· 14
successors were nevta.r very hi ghly regarded. 2

Such titles as King of the

Minstrels, King of the Fiddles, and Roi des yiolons carried with them no
kingly social prestige.
Guilds were formed as early as the thirteenth century.

Like the rest of the tiers 6tat, the musicians were organized
in guilds, corporations, or unions which rigidly regulated musical training , defined the rights, prerogatives, and responsibilities of their members, and saw to it that a high standard
was maintained. Expulsion from the s:corporation because of poor
musicianship was tantamount to ruin. J
In Germany, guilds were patterned after the craftsman organizations.
String players were less •noble" than wind players, and trumpeters took
precedence over all musicians. 4 Municipal councils were established in
free cities, which passed ordinances regulating musical employment, cre-

ated musical offices, and owned sets of instruments.
Pincherle traces the use of violins in France back to February J,

1529. 5 His investigation reveals that violinists were invariably asso2. For further discussion, see J.-G. Prod'homme, "The Economic Status of
Musicians in France until the French Revolution," trans. Frederick H.
Martens, The Musical Oua,rterly XVI/1 (Jan. 1930), 83-97.

3.

Manfred F. Bukofzer, Music in tha Baroque Era, (New York: W. W. Norton,
1947), 404-5. For further discussion, see 1J2j,g,., 404-6; also, Paul
Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: w. W. Norton,

1941), 166-67.

4. fukofzer, op. cit., 406.

5. For further discussion, see Ma.re Pincherle, "The Social Condition of
Violinists in France before the 18th Cantury, 11 trans. ottomar King,
(Oct. 1922), 193-98.

The Musical Oua,rterly VIII/4
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ciated with the r;tes of the nobility, but did not occupy a partic'lLlarly
brilliant social position.

He believes that the early lack of esteem

was due to a brusque increase in sonority which was especia.lly noticeable
in the unperfected instrument, and also due to obstacles encountered in

attempted mastery of "the awkward toch.viique of an entirely new and very
difficult instrument. 11 6
The cause of the violin was abetted somewhat by the importation

of Amati instruments by Henri IV and the emigration of &.ltazarini from
Piedmont to the Court of Catherine de' :Medici.
twenty

There he formed a band of

yiolons du roi. the nucleus of the famous Y:i.ngt-crnatre of later

years, that group which Merserme praised, yet in tho same breath relegated
to dance and ballet use:
Et ceux qui ont entendu les 24. Violons de Roy, aduoUent qu'ils
n' ont jams.is rien ouy de plus ravissant ou de plus puissant:
de la vient que cet instrument est le plus propre de tous pour
faire danser, comme l'on experimente dans les balets, & par
tout ailleurs. Or les beautcz & les gentillesses que l'on pratique dessus sont en si grand nombre, que l'on le peut pr~f~rer
i tousles autres instrumens, car les coups de son archot sont
par fois si ravissans, que l'on n'a point de plus grad mescontentement que d 1 en entendre l e fin, particuliirement lors qu'ils
sont mesl0z des tremhlemens & des flattemens de la main gauche,
qui contraign ent l e? Auditeurs de confesser quo 1~ Violon est le
Roy des instrumens.

6. Im,s!., 19 5-

7. Marin Mersonne, Harmonie universal~ (Paris:
16J6), I3ook IV, 177.

Sebastien Cramoisy,
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The Roi des m6n,estriers. the Roi des yiolons, and af'ter them the court
music master Iru.ly, ruled musicians with an iron hand, but the violinist• s condition remained humble until af'ter the introduction of the
sonata in France. 8 Gradually, through the successes of Guignon (the
last Roi des vi,olons), .Anet, Leclair, Gavini\s, and Viotti, through the
Concert spirituel and private concerts, and through virtuoso acclaim,
the violin won the social status formerly denied it in France.9

In Ehgland, the situation was much the same. 10 Until the period of the restoration, the violin was held in low regard, and was
"seldom found in less humble hands than those of fiddlers at fairs, and
such like itinerant caterers of melody for the popuJ.aoe. 1111

Sir Wi.111am

Rothenstein's sketch, "The Fiddler of the Bampton-in-the-lhsh Morris
Dancers," is an illustration of such a performer, and

may be seen

in

8. See Robert Donington, "Violin Playing," Grove' s Dictionary, VIll,
813; William s. Newman, The Sonata in the ~ogue Era (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1959 , 40.

9. For complaints against the rise of the violin, see Hubert Le Blanc,

Defense de la basse de Jiole contre les entreprises du violgn et les
pdtensions du yioloncel (Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier, 1740). See
also F. J. F&tis, "Le mane, Hubert," Bi,ogra,phie uniyerselle des musiciens. 8 vols. (Paris: Didot fr\res, fils et Cie., 1870), V, 239.

10. See Thomas Mace, Mµsiclc's Mqnumcm,t (1676), facsimile ed. (Paris:
Mitions du Centre National de la Reoherohe Soientifique, 19.58),
256; John Wilson, ed., Roger North on Music (1695-1728) (London:
Novello, 1959), JOO; Anthony ). Wood, The Life and, Times of Anthony
) Wood (Lcndon: Wishart, 1921), 75.
11. George Duoourg, Tho Violin. 4th ed. (London:

Robert Cocks, 1852), 20.
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Plate IV, page 18.

12

English acceptance of the violin appeared to coin-

cide with the general esteem for Italian music and the consequent distaste for French which occurred at the close of the reign of Charles II:

C

To raise it
the violmJ into favorable regard, and to stimulate the efforts of our native professors, successive importations of fop~ign talent (chiefiy from Italy) were required,
and supplied. J
The passion for the instrument led to publication of numerous "tutors"
and to what appears to be a "do-it-yourself" movement in violin instruction in Englani during the last half of the eighteenth century.
In Germany, too, the violin had its difficulties.

The minstrel

shown in Plate V, page 19, seems comparable with England's wandering musicians. 14

The instrument appears to have found success through use at

court, but a probing glance discloses the lot of the court musician to
have been littJ.e more than servitude, wherein he wore livery and served
his master in a capacity of which musicianship was but one facet.
The association of the musician with drinldng can be grasped
readily from the illustration on page 20, 15 in which the "Jolly Musician"

12. Grove's

Dictiona,ry. m,

Frontispiece.

13. Dubourg, gp, cit., 260.
14. A similar illustration, with a German poem, may be found in Lionel
de la Laurencie, L1 fcg1e fra,nga,ise de yiolon de Lully ) Viotti. 3 vols.
(Paris: Delagrave, 1922-24), III, 101.
15. Franz Farga, Violins and Violinists. trans. Egon Larsen (London:
Rockliff, 1950), between 24 and 2.5.
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PLATE IV

Reproduction of a plate appearing in Grove's
Dictionary of !-hlsic and Musicians. 5th ed. (New
York: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 19.54-61), III,
Frontispiece. Used by permission of the publishers.
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PLATE V

German Minstrel fingering with thumb.

20

PLATE VI

The Jolly Musician
(From painting by G. von Honthorst)
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clutches instrument and bow in his le:f't hand, while raising aloft in his
right a glass from which it seems apparent that he has already quaffed.
Italy seems to have been the only cotmtry actively supporting
the violin fran its inception, mainly through the churches and royal
chapels.

Cultural centers existed in decentralized Italy at Papal Rome,

at Venice under Doge rule, the Estense Republic of Modena, Florence of
the Medicis, Farnese Parma, Mantua, the Kingdom of Naples, and Bologna;
and music was an important part of the cultural activity.

"The Church,

like a good mother (be it with an eye not oblivious of her own glorification) , lent everywhere a helping hand to spread its use and joy.

Some

of the larger churches were genuine nurseries of instrumental music. 1116
Churches employed instrumentalists as well as singers, owned instruments,
and compiled libraries of music composed within their confines.

Saint

Anthony's at Padua in Tartini I s time employed sixteen singers and twentyfour instrumentalists, and used the violin in connection with celebration
of the Mass.

The basilica of San Petronio in Bologna fostered what was

probably the most important of all schools.

Here, under the leadership

of Maurizio Cazzati as Maestro di cappella, the orchestra was increased
and the playing of stringed instruments was encouraged to such a degree
that many violinists from other parts of Italy converged to make Bologna
the recognized center of violin playing during the last quarter of the

16. Paul Stoeving, The Story of the Violin, 2d ed. (London:
Scott Publishing Co., n.d.), 174.

The Walter
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seventeenth century.

There "arose the first professional preparatory

school of composer-virtuoso violinists whose names have come down to
us. 111 7 These names include Bassani, G. B. Vitali, and Torelli.
Though Corelli' s name can be f O'Wld in the annals of Bolognese
history, his infiuence emanated from the Sistine Chapel in Rome, where
he worked under the benevolence of Cardinal ottoboni, nephew of Pope
Gregory VIII, to crystallize the Earoque sonata form and to refine violin
playing.

This refinement was necessary because of the extent to which

virtuosity was expanding.

Even in the early days of its history, the vio-

lin was not without virtuoso champions.

They can be traced from Carlo

Farina (1600-1644) through Heinrich Biber (1644-1704) and Locatelli
(1695-1764) and others to the pinnacle of Pagan:i,ni (1782-1840).

Each

of the aforem.mtioned left works which have been considered at least
partly didactic:

Farina's

Capriccio stUYagante

(see Fig. 1, p. 23)
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has an appendix explaining how to reach the higher notes and describing
the proper execution of the imitations ("ll Pifferino," "Lira Variata,"
etc.) which created such furor then, though similar imitations can be
found in the works of Vivaldi and others;

Biber' s unaccompanied violin

sonatas, and particularly his famous Passa.ca,g1ia,• are considered the

17. Georges Piccoli, Trois ;rl)cles de l'histoire du violon, 1612-1212
(Nice: Geor-ges Delrieu, 19.54), 22. (" • • • surgit la prem.i'bre
pepini'bre de compositeurs-virtuoses violonistes dont les noms soient
parvenus jusqu'l nous.")
18. A more complete versim may be seen in Jos. Wilh. von Wasielewsld.,
comp. and ed., Instrumentals)ltze yom Ende des XVI, bis Ende des MI,
Ja.hrhunderts Ca.ls Musikbeilage zu "Die Violine im XVII. JAhrhundert")
(Berlin: Leo Liepmannssohn, n.d.), 19-20.
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most important precursors of J. S. &ch' s celebrated. six, and especially
of the ChAggnne;

Locatelli's Twenty-four Ca.prices are now separately

published. as &tudes, but appeared. originally by twos in conjunction with
his twelve concerti;

Paganini's Ca.prices are now also taught as ,tudes.

While violin virtuosity has been decried as legerdemain and exploitation,
it had in its favor in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries the arousing of public interest in the instrument -- an interest
not merely passive, but active to the degree that the great demand for
training required. publication of instructional material designed. both
for self-help and for use with a master.
Yet the reputation of the violin and violinists needed the
stabilizing am refinement which came from Corelli.
If, throughout the history of music for the violin, there be
conceded. the coexistence of two tendencies, one intrinsically
musical, the other oriented. toward acrobatic technique, evecything which pertains to the first evolves within Corelli' s
sphere. • • • He alma called the necessary halt at the point
when the chaotic and fortuitous discoveries of undeveloped virtuosity ran the risk of giving free rein to charlatanism.
Simple 1s it was, his discipline guaranteed the future of
1
the violin.")
Cartier says in his Preface to the French edition of the Corelli
Op. V:

Sonatas.

"Cez sonatas doivant 3tre regard~es par ceux qui se destinent \

l 'art du violCl'l comma leur rudiment:

tout s' y trouve, l 'art, le gcrllt

19. Marc Pincherle, Core]Jj, His Life, His Work. trans. Hubert E. M.
Russell (New York: W. W. Norton, 1956), 143-44.

25
et le savoir • • . • 1120

Arteaga pays similar tribute to Core111:

La superiorit~ dans son art et la facilitd de se plier aux
goft.ts divers des deux nations italienne et franpaise procur\rent l Corelli un nom immortal dans toute l' Europe, quoique le nanbre tr\s restreient de ses productions nous ai t
remis en m&ioire la d~claration de Zewd.s: Dipingo adf.rlo
perch) dipingo per tutti i secoli
peins lentement parce
que je pains pour tous le si~cles).

(~f

In summary, it can be said that the change in social status
of the musician from a position of low esteem to that of an artist, and
the accordance of public acclaim to violinists, whether of the stature
of true artistry or charlatanistic virtuosity, served to bring about
popular desire for instruction, and the demand for didactic material
resulted in the publicatim of "Principles" and "Methods."

The Violinist's Egyipment
Th.ere have been many speculations as to the true origin of the
violin.

Vidal tells us that subtle changes began to be made in viols

near the end of the fif'teE11th century, which gradually brought complete
and definitive re-formatim, culminating in the violin 22 -- though more

20. J. B. Cartier, as quoted in Arthur Pougirl,

et la mus;i.Que de violro

du

ID 8 au

mu 0

Le Violon. les yiolonistes
si,bcle (Paris: Fischbacher,

1924), 75. (No date of publication for the Cartier edition of the
Corelli sonatas has been located.)
21. Arteaga, as quoted in ih1,d,., 72.
22. Antoine Vidal, La Lutherie et les luthiers (Paris:
1889), 6.

Maison Quantin,
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recent sources, such as Sachs, 23 do not give the violin a definite ancestry.

Grillet writes:

"C'est en cherchant). donner du brillant et

de 1'4clat l la sonoriU du pardessus de viola, ou yiolino piccolo alla
,francese, que la forme d4finitive du violon fut trouvh. 11 24 Final form
of the instrument has been credited to the .Arnatis25 but this form was
brought to perfection in the hands of the Cremonese, Stradivari, who experimented with sonorities to the extent that even the cuttings in the
body of the bridge were designed with titls in mind;

it was through his

efforts that the arch in the lower half of the bridge was abandoned for
the bar supported by feet. 26 During the eighteenth century, bridge
height was raised approximately one-twel:t'th of an inch, with a higher
arch, and a greater slope to the E-string side, a change which HeronAllen says increased string pressure by seven pOllllds. 27 Changes occurred
in the instrument itself, and in its fittings:

While the outline and

fourteen-inch body length remained constant, the neck of the instrument
was fiattened somewhat, narrowed about one-eighth of an inch and extended
23. Curt Sachs, The History of Musical Instruments (New York: W. w. Norton, 1940), 355. It should be noted that since this dissertation was
written David D. Boyden's The History of Violin P1avin~ from its Origins to 1761 has been published (London: Oxford, 1965 wherein the
violin is traced to the rebec, the fiddle, and the lira da braccio.
24. Laurent Grlllet, Les Anc3tres du ylolgn et du ylolonc~lle. 2 vols.
(Paris: Librairie G4n~rale .des Arts D&coratifs, 1901 , II, 2.
25. Vidal, op, cit., 14-15.
26. David D. Ibyden, "The Violin and its Teclmique in the 18th Century,"
The Musical, Ouarterly rnr/1 (Jan. 1950), 11.
27. Edward Heron-Allen, Yiglin-Making. As It Was and Is (London:
Lock & Co., 1885), 161.

Ward,
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one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch in length.

At mid-eighteenth

century, the fingerboard was about two and one-half inches shorter than
it is today;

it extended to approximately the seventh position, which

would account for the upper limits of left-hand teolmique prior to 1750,
from which date a lengthening process began that culminated in attainment of present fingerboard length shortly after 1800. 28

(Plate VII,

page 28, 29 and Plate VIll, page 29,JO illustrate short fingerboards;
the latter plate also shows comparison between Leopold Mozart's
lin and that of his grandchildren.)

own

vio-

With this change came also elimina-

tion of the wedge fomerly inserted between fingerboard and neck to adjust the general height of the fingerboard to conform with that of the
bridge.

This change pemitted the fingerboard to assume its present

alignment almost parallel to the neck of the instrument. 31

Alteration

of fingerboard and neck brought with them a lengthening of strings, which,
along with the half-tone rise in pitch that occurred at approximately the
same time, caused an increase of from five to seven pounds in canbined
horizontal tension on the instrument, making a total pressure on the
bridge of from 20 to 24. 6 pounds, according to L~hlein. 32

28. Boyden,

op. cit.,

12.

29. Mersenne, op,

cit., 184.

JO. Farga, op, cit., between pages 144-45. The portrait of Leopold
Mozart is on the title page of his violin treatise; the instrument
which belcnged to his grandchildren is in possession of the Mozarteum
in Salzburg •

.31. Boyden, op, cit.

32. U5hlein, as quoted in ~ -

28

PLATE VII

Inst;cumens ). chortles (Mersenne).
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PLATE VIII

Comparison of fingerboard length of Leopold Hozart's
violin with that of his grandchildren.
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Two general types of strings were in use, thick and thin, and

each player had his personal preference (DeCourcy-33 infonns us that Paganini preferred very thin ones);

however, no evidence of gauged strings

has been located prior to Spohr's mention of them in his
(1832).34

Violinschµle

Spohr devotes several paragraphs to discussion of proper size

of strings, an:l states:
When the Violinist has once found out the right size for his
set of strings he must always abide by it, for frequent alternations of larger or smaller strings are prejudicial alike to
instrument and player. He should, therefore, only purchase
strings of a size which he lmows to be adapted to his instrument. In choosing thE111 let him use a gauge, and not depend
upon the eye, which is easily deceived, and does not give the
requisite security for a uniform stringing. A gauge consists
of a metal plate (silver or brass), having a graduated slit,
lettered for each string. . . • If the string is passed into
the gauge, its size will be ascertained at that point where it
becomes gently wedged . .35
Spohr's illustration of the gauge is reproduced in Fig. 2, page 31.36
Inside the violin, the bass bar was made longer and heavier.
Before the early nineteenth century the instrument had no chin rest;
Spohr claimed in 1832 that he had invented this fitting tan years previously. 37

His model was placed in the center of the instrument, cover-

JJ. Geraldine I. c. DeCourcy, Pggmipi. the Genoese, 2 vols. (Norman,
Okla.: University of Oklahcxna Press, 19.57).
34. Louis Spohr, Violin School (1832) , rev. and ed. Henry Holmes, trans.
Florence A. Marshall (London: Ebosey, n.d.), 7.

35. l.&wi.
37.

•• 4.

36. ltwl., Plate I, unnumbered.
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;rig. 2.

Spohr's string Gauge.
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ing the tailpiece, and was called a "violin holder" (see Fig. 3, page

33). 38 Final placement of the chin rest in its connnon modern-day position occurred as a result of standardization of holding the violin with
one's chin to the left of the tailpiece.
A gE11.era.l outline of the changes which took place in bow construction may be seen from a glance at the "Display of the Successive
Ameliorations of the Bows of the 17th and 18th Centuries" which is shown
in Plate IX, page

34. 39

The Passani bow is equipped with a

cdroei]Ji)re

(French for "pot hook"), a notched metal strip fastened to the stick
above a movable frog to which was attached a band of metal that could be
looped over a:n:y of the notches, thus regulating tension.

This was only

one of many ways of regulating tension prior to perfaction of the screw.
Although the Corelli bow shown appears to be screw-equipped, Roda states
that this fitting was uncamnon before 1750, and that the knob on Corelli' s bow is more apt to be just a curving.

40 It is probable that early

eighteenth-century bows were notched or had wedge-arrangements for tightening the hair;

another speculation is that the tension was set, and

when it slackened, the bow was rehaired.

38.

Muffat, in the Preface to

lb1d.,. , Plate I , unnumbered.

39. F~tis, Notice of Stradivari. as printed in Joseph Roda, Bows for Mu-

sical Instruments

1959), 44.

40. ll1J.si., 45.

or the

Violin

Family (Chicago:

Wm. Lewis & Son,
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Fig.

J. Spohr 1 s "Violin holder."
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Fl,oriled,um Sacµndµm, wrote of "les Fran~ois en serrant le crin
pouce";

avec le

this may have bem for tension purposes. 41
The violin bow attained its present form through the success-

ful experiments of Fran9ois Tourte (1747-183.5), in the 1780's.

He re-

designed the head, making it higher and heavier to prevent the hair from
touching the stick when pressure was applied at the tip, but restored
balance by loading the nut with metal inlays.

The change to concave cur-

vature of the stick was accompanied by increased length, the extent of
which can be seen by comparison of the twenty-inch length of free bow
hair around 1700 with the twenty-five-and-one-half-inch length set as
standard by Tau.rte about eighty years later.

He selected Pernambuco wood

for the stick as the . ideal material for comhined elasticity and strength,
and tapered the stick gradually to the point, without benefit of means
of calibration, producing the inward ·curve (cambre) to achieve necessary
elasticity whm the hair was tightened.

It was Jean-Paptiste Vuillaume

(1798-187.5) who, through calibration of the perfect Tourte bows, arrived
at a mathematical formula for the gradation.

Donington says, ''When the

Tourte bow is unstrung, the taper forms a logarithmic curve the ordinates
of which increase in arithmetical proportion and the abscissas in geometrical proportion. 1142 Tourte nattened the hair to a ribbon, keeping

41. Georg Muffat, "Preface," Florilagium Secundum ,fUr Streichinstrumente.
ed. Heinrich Rietsch, Vol. 4 in DenkmM.1,er der Tonkunst in Oesterrfri.ch.
ed. Guido Adler (Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 19.59),
45.
42. Robert Donington, "Tourte, Fran~ois,"

Grove's Dictionary.

VIII, 523.
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perfect fiatness at the frog through use of a metal ferrule which also
served to hold the tongue of the slide in place;

he fit the frog into

the stick, and perfected the screw-eye and screw for adjustment of tension.

Weight of the bow was standardized at approximately two ounces,

whereas the early eighteenth-century bow was considerably lighter.

The

only improvemEl'lts on his work have been the underslide for the frog, invented by his French contE1T1porary Franpois Lupot, Jr. (1774-1837), the
indentation of the channel and track of the frog in the bow, done by
Vuillaume, and the canbination of rear and upper heel plates into one
right-angular metal part. 43
These major constructional changes in the bow and the alterations of the violin rendered more approachable those "arctic zones of
the eternal rosin" and the "saltatorial elasticity" of which Hindemith
wrote. 44 Virtuoso exploration of the lengthened neck and fingerboard
and of the improved bow created a demand for study material incorporating the new bowing techniques and fingerboard mastery in the higher positions;

hence, in instructional materials there may be witnessed an

increased complexity, culmlnating eventually in the compositicn and consequent publication ot didactic works designed for use by advanced stu-

4J. Roda, ap, cit., 53.
44. Paul Hindmth, A
York:

composer's Wgrld; Horizm,,s and Limitations

Doubleday, 1952), 155.

(New

dents.

&.illot summed it up neatly when he said:

Depuis JOO ans, on n'a rien chang~). l'ensemble de l a ~ du Violon; mais ses proportions inMrieures ont regu,
depuis le si\cle dernier, quelques modifications qu' ont entrain~ l'&l~vation du Diapason, le renversement et la longeur
du manche, et l'augmentation de la grosseur des cordes,
es
naturelles d'un plus grand d~veloppement clans l'ex~cution.

sua5

"Schools" - The Master-to-Pupil /mproach
It has been mentioned previously that the guilds were patterned
organizationally af'ter those of the craf'tsmen, requiring preliminary apprenticeship and journeyman training of all who would become masters;
such apprenticeship usually entailed installation of the pupil in the
home of the master, with services being mutually given
benefit.

r or

each other' s

The development of schools of violin playing bears direct re-

lation to these unions.

Although guilds were on the wane at the time of

the emergence of the violin, their influence can be seen in the masterpupil relationship of the schools of violin playing wherein instruction
was handed down by word of mouth and by demonstration -- a situation in
which notated or written pedagogic material would naturally have been
considered superfluous by many masters who preferred to assign as practice difficult passages from sonatas.

45. Pi,erre ~ilJ.ot, L'Ar:t du
L 1834.J), 4.

yj.o1qi,

Tartini wrote to Signora Maddalena

nquyelle m4thode (Paris:

Heugel
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Lombardini:
Per acquistar poi questa leggerezza di polso, da cui viene
la velocitl. dell' aroo, sar). cosa ottima, che suoni ogni
giorno qualche tuga del Corelli tutta di send.crome, e qtieste
fughe sono tre nell' Opera quinta a Vio~o solo, anzi la
prima \ nella prima sonata per Dlasolr\.
That the master-pupil approach was a success can be seen from the chronological table (Fig. 4, page 3947 ) showing the descent of violin playing
from the time of Corelli, founder of the Roman School.

Yet as time

passed, and instruction books began to be published, the authors revealed in their prefaces the fact that they bad, written rules or com-

posed music for didactic purposes, as did Leopold Mozart:
years have passed since I wrote down the following rules
for those who came to me for instruction in Violin Playing.
I often wondered greatly that nothing had been published as
a guide to so popular and, for the greater part of music, so
indispensable an instrument as the violin, in view of the
fact that a sound foundation, and in particular some rules
for spe~gal bow:ings, coupled with good taste, have long been
needed.
Many

The successful concert tours of true artists and virtuosi increased the

46. Giuseppe Tartini, 11Lettera del defonto Signor Giuseppe Tartini alla
Signora Maddalena Loml:».rdini, inserviente ad una import.ante lezione
per i suonatori di violino" (Europa Letteraria, Venice, 1770), in
Appendix to TraiU des agrwnts de la musigue, ed. Erwin R. Jacobi
(Celle: Hermann Moeck, 1961), 134.

47. Table modeled aftor Stoeving, op, cit., between pages Jo4-5.
48. Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the F\md,amental Principles of Violin
Playing, trans. Editha Knocker, 2d ed. (London:

Press, 1951), 7.
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Similar charts may be seen in Appendix A.
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popularity of the violin with the rising middle class;

their purchase

of the few "tutors" or methods which had appeared served to set in action the law of supply and demand, so that more instruction~ material.
was published, until in England, for example, the "do-it-yourself" trend
held full sway.
Consideration must be given to the prevalence among artists
(and violin makers) of guarding well their stock in trade.

No doubt

many master teachers felt similarly, preferring to reveal their tech-

nical. secrets to their pupils orally or by demonstration, or choosing,
as did Paganini, to carry these treasures with them into the tanb.

Such

reluctance on the part of masters teaching under the "apprentice system"
could acco'\ll'lt for the delay in publication of ~tudes or other study material until the last years of their lives, as was the case with the
"old" Gavini\s, or even posthumous publication, as with the Bendas.

Conservatories
Until the end of the eighteenth century, the study of music
was of two main types:

that obtained by those weal thy enough to aff'ord

private tuitim, and that given to talented poor as training in choirs
and chapels of churches or royal courts.

The establishment of special

institutions for musical training was the result of the desire for musical lmowledge on the part of the rising middle class;

however, the

name "conservatory" was derived from that of the Italian orphanages or
foundling hospitals

(cmsorn,torio or ospedal,e) wherein musically

41
talented inmates were trained for musical service at church or court.
The first such institution was the Conservatorio Santa-Maria di Loreto,
founded in 1537 at Naples. 49

others of the same type dating from the

sixteenth century are the Conservatorio della Pietl de' Turchini, the
Conservatorio de' Poveri di Gestl Cristo, in Naples, and L'0spedale della
Pietl and L' 0spedale dei Mendicanti, in Venice.

fined in

Grove's Dictionary

"Conservatory" is de-

as "A special kind of institution offering

musical education in all its branches, of which the Conservatoire de
Paris may be regarded as the prototype. 11 5° The famed Paris school was
an outgrowth of L'fcole Royale de Chant which opened April 1, 1784 under
the direction of Gossec, rut its fomal establishment as a free school
of music was by the Convention Nationale of August 3, 179 5, 51 with an
original intent of providing free, or almost free, tuition in music for
all gifted pupils without distinction as to rank or social position.

In this one can see the hand of the revolutionaries who created the Re-

public;

as the democratic idea of music education expanded throughout

Europe, the Paris Conservatoire became the model for similar institutions,
established in Milan (1807), Naples (1808), Prague (1811), Brussels
49. Th~o. Dubois, "L' Enseignment musicale," Encyclopfdie de la nrosigue
et d,ictionnrlre du conserxa,toire. ed. A. Lavignac and La Laurencie
(Paris: Delagrave, 1931), Part II, VI, 3445.

50. August Corbet, "Conservatory," G;::oye's Dictionary, II, 411.
51. Marie Louise Pereyra, "Conservatoire de musique,"
II, 409.

Grove's Di.ctigpar;v,
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(1813), Florence (1814), Vienna (1817), London (1822), The Hague (1826),
Li~ge (1827), Ghent (1833), Leipzig (1843), and elsewhere.52
The faculty of the Conservatoire de Paris in Marc~, 1800, included Sarrette as director, five Inspectors of Tuition, thirty Firstclass Professors, and forty Second-class Professors, and the faculty
roster reveals the names of the four leaders of violin playing at the
time:

Gavini~s, Rode, Kreutzer, and Be.illot. 53 Members of the faculty

were commissiaied to draw up courses of study, and the

servatoire were the result.

M6thodes du Con-

Baillot served as general editor for both

cello and violin methods, and fonnulated the
junction with Rode and Kreutzer.

Mltbod,e du yio1on

in con-

Both of the latter were composers of

&tudes or caprices which were inc.orporated into the course of violin
study at the Conservatoire, according to the Cata,logue des auteurs dgnt

les compositim,s seryent ). 1' enseignment dans les classes du yiolon du
Conseryatoirs,.54 Fran this it

may be deduced that the Conservatoire

and its demands for study material directly infiuenced the growth of
the &tude as a form.

Excerpts from the Regulations and· Deliberations

of the .Administration of the Conservatoire were sometimes printed in
the prefatory material to methods;

such was the case when the ad.min-

52. Corbet, op, git., 412.

53. Pereyra, op git., 410.

54. &.illot, gp cit., 275, prints the catalogue.

/
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istration accepted J. B. Cartier's L'Art du yiglgn.55

Castil-filaze

described the establishment of the Conservatoire in this way:
En 1793, on rA'Wrl. t tout ce que la France avai t de plus illustre

en compositeurs, chanteurs et instrumentistes, et le Conservatoire de France, ce monument de notre gloire musicale s'(l.~ve
sur les fondemens de l 'ancienne Ecole de Chant. Les documens
&pars, les th&ories diverses et quelquefois contradictoires,
les principes profes~s par chaque ma1tre, tout est rassembl&,
exa.min~, &pur~, et 1' on f onne le code 'Wrl. versel de la musique,
cette doctrine claire dans ses n&mens, m~thodique autant que
rapide dans sa progression, et dont les r~sultats sont certains.56

F.a.rly Compositions for the Violin
That early compositions for the violin tended to resemble vocal
writing may readily be seen from a glance at Wasielewsld' s Instrµmen,ta,1,~ 7 in which he presents compositions dating from 1593 to 1709.
first example, that work dating from 1593, is entitled.
a...!±,, by F. Maschera;

GiPZ9P

The

da sonare

the violin parts do not extend beyond first posi-

tion, and performance technique is extremely simple.

Those compositions

dating from around 1630 appear to be considerably more complex, no doubt
reflecting to some degree the infiuence of such a virtuoso as Farina,
whose solo techniques are exhibited in the

Capriccio stravagmte (a

portion of which was shown above, page 23).

The Sonatas by Giovanni

55. For further discussion, see below, page 86.
56. Fran~ois-Henri-Joseph Castil-filaze, De l'Op§ra
vols. (Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1826), I, 34.
57. Wasielewsld, Instrumenta,lsltze. op, cit.

en France. 2d ed., 2
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Battista Fontana.58 incorporate cadenza-like passages which are in some
instances only one gradation removed from vocal melisrnas.

Both simple

and complex can be viewed at mid-century, and sometimes in t!1e works of
the same composer;

this is the case with Neri, some of whose composi-

tions are also to be found in the above-mentioned
(pages .32-38).

InstrµmentalSX,tze

Later in the century, the range climbs to third position,

note values become smaller, sldps are wider, rhythms become more complicated, and, as in Torelli' s solo sonata, shown on page f:# of the Inatm-

monta.lslltze. passages are written in double stops.

The same developnent

can be seen from a glance through the li4l1 collection of music examples:
Giovanni Gabriell's

Sopata pian' e forte

vocally and sjmply; 59
same; 60

shows the violin being treated

Johann H. Schein' s ensemble writing is much the

but the solo writing of Fontana61 employs more complicated

rhythms, sixteenth- and thirty-second-note values in the written-out
portions, and adagios which are undoubtedly meant to be fully embellished.
Early virtuoso handling of the violin can be seen in the works of Biagio

Marini (though this is virtuoso treatment of a more restrained type than

that of Farina's imitations), in two sonatas given by Schering in the

.58.

114si., 21-24.

59. Archibald T. Davism and Willi Apel, Historica,l J\ptho1ogy of Music.
2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1949-59), I,
198-200.
60. ~ - , II, 27-28.

61. IJ;;,ig_. , ll , 28-JO.
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collection. 62

The sonatas by B1.ber6.3 which are lmown as the "Bi.bli-

cal Sonatas" are teclmicall.y demanding and employ scordatura.
The increased teobnical demands of the music being written for
the violin aroused in people the desire to know more fully the resources
of the instrument, thus creating also the desire for increased technical
training.

In reality, this interest served to set in motion a circle

which not only caused the development of the instrument to full capacity,
but also resulted. in the fonnation of "schools" and, later, conservato-,
ries, finally coming back to the music being composed -- particularly,
the instructive music composed in the form of &tudes or caprices.

62. Arnold Schering, Geschichte der
kopf & Hlrtel, 19.31), 212-17.

Musik in Beispielen

(Leipzig:

&-eit-

6J. Heinrich Franz Biber, Sechzehn Violinsonaten. ed. Erwin Luntz, Vol.
25 in Denlgnller der Tmlrunst in Oesterreich. ed . Guido Adler (Vienna:
Artaria, 1905).
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Chapter III

VIOLIN METHODS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS IN FRANCE
While Jambe de Fer' s Epitap,1 mu:,icalt,

1

published in 15.56, is

the first known work with specific instructions for the violin, it treats
of the instrument in a derogatory manner, and does little more than describe the violin, complain about its tone, and relegate those who play
it to subaltem social strata.
Le violon est fort contrair• , la viol. premier, Il n 'a
qu• quatre cordes, lesquelles s'accordent l la quint• de l'un•
, l'autre, & en chaque desdictes cord.es ya quatre tons, en
force & mani•r• qu'en quatr• cordes il a autant de tons qu•
la viol• en a en cinq. ll est en form• de corps plus petit,
plus plat, & beaucoup plus rud en son, il n' a null• taste par
ce qu• les d~igts s• touchcit quasi de ton en ton .-i toutes
les parties.
Nous appellons vi.oles c' elles desquelles les gentils
hommes, marchantz, & autres gens de vertuz passent leur temps.
L'autre sort• s'appell• violon & c'est celuy duquel lon
use en danoeri• col1111lunement, & , bonn• cause: car il est plus
facile d'accorder, pour ce que la quint• est plus douce, ouyr
qu• n'est la quart•. ll est aussi plus facile, porter, qu'est
chose t~ necessaire, mesme en eMuisant quelques noces, ou
mommerie.
He further states that those who play it do so only to make a living.

1. Philibert Jambe de Fer,
H

Epitom,o mu,oi,cal,e dos tons. sgns

H

accordz,

yob; hprne1nos, Oous:tes d'ill,neo- fiou,stos \ rout trqg.s, Jiolos

et yiolons (Lyon: Michel du
2. ~ - , 61-62.

Bois, 1556).

J.

IW,., 62-63.
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This disparagement is all the more incongruous (though tactual) when one
considers that ~ons was long regarded as
of Duiffoprugcar's residence there.

le berceau du yio1on

because

R11ey4 states that the copy of this

work preserved in the Blblloth\que of the Paris Conservatoire is the only
one extant.5
The earliest Frmch writing that can be construed to be a violin method is contained within Marin Mersenne' s

liNm,onie uniyerselle

(16J6), in the first four propositions in Book IV of "The Books on Instruments. n 6 Proposition I explains the shape, material, parts, tuning,
range, and use of the violin, and here Mersenne sets forth his didactic
purpose:
Orie veux icy expliquer la maniere d'en iotter en perfection,
afin de ioindre la Pratique ). la Theorie, & que ceux que
desirent toucher cet instrumE!llt sans l'ayde d'aucun Maistre,
puissant faire tout ce qu'il leur plaira dessus ses quatres
chordes. 7
Proposition II explains the manner of playing the violin as "de mettre
chaque doigt sur les endroits de la touche pour iotter toutes sortes de
pieces de Mu.sique tant par B mol que par It quarre. nB

Here the author

4. Maurice Winton Riley, The Teaching of Bgwed Instrgments from
lli.6. (Ph.D. dissertatiCl'l, University of Michigan, 1954), 56.

1511 to

5. That copy, presumably now incorporated in the Music Division or the
B1.blioth~ue Nationale, fonnerly bore the shelf mark No. 17355.

Harmonie uniyersalle. contenant la thforie et la
pratiQue de la musi,Que (Paris: Sebastien Cramoisy, 16J6), IV.

6. Marin MersEl'lne,

7. ll44,. , 181.

8. Il21sl.
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states the range of the instrument to be a nineteenth, which would require extensiai of the fourth finger on the top string;

that is, if

the fourth finger is externed "closer to the bridge than the position
or the

1Lm1, it makes the

c sol ut

;Ca. and then the

D la re sol. 119

It

is possible that this extension to d"' would cause shifting of the hand;
hence, there might be rudimentary position work.

Proposition III is

filled with praise for the violin and gives instructions for practising
on a single tme, on scales, and finally on omaments.
amples or ornaments are given for this, however.

No musical ex-

The section on the

violin concludes with a five-part instrumental Fantaisie by Henri le
10
Jeune.
The next didactic violin literature in France does not appear
until publication, presumably late in 1711 or early in 1712, 11 or MmUclair's

Mfthode facile pour apprendre I jotter du yiolon. 12 Although the

work itself was not dated, as seems to have been the case with many of

9. IW.. , 182.
10. ll21sl,., 187-89. Conceming ornaments, Mersenne describes specifically
11
tremblemE11s" and "battement du doigt" but mentions also "les mignardises" and "tous les mouuemens differens qui enrichissent les airs."
11. There is an anonymous note inscribed at the bottom of the title page,
in the right-hand corner, "Sur la fin de 1711 ou au commencement de
1712," which apparently was there at the time La Laurencie inspected
the method since he cites this information as though it were printed
on the tit.le page. See Lionel de la Laurencie, L!jgole fr,•:he de
yiolon de Lully ). Yiotti, J vols. (Paris: Delagrave, 1922-2T, III,
2. It should be noted that the Music Library, University ot California, Berkeley, has "1720?" on its catalogue card.
12. M. P. de MonUclair,

M6thod,e £agile pour approndre a 1QU@r du yiolgn

ayes; un abced des pringipes de musigye negessaires poyr get instru-

mm

(Paris:

Chez 1 1 Auteur

l

1711-12 7.}).

the early instructional materials, the Priyil\n du Rpi was granted to
Michel Pignolet de MonUclair on
years;

May

20, 1709, and was valid for twelve

since, however, Sbstien de Brossard received a printed copy

or the H'thode on May 18, 1712, publication must have occurred. sometime
between these dates. 13 A ten-page

Abred des principes de musigue neces-

srlres pour ggt instrument precedes the Mlthod,e facile. which deals

with

the instrument and its tuning, how it should be held, the practice of
shirting,

les agdments.

and the manner or bowing "sans faire crier la

corde. 1114 In connection with the

Mfthode. examples are presented. in the

form of small c0111positions -- Rondeau, Rigaudon, Bour&e, Sarabande, Canarie, etc. -- illustrative of problems to be encO\mtered. in playing such
dance music.

No indicatiai is given as to whether these small pieces

were borrowed or whether the author composed. them expressly for inclusion
in his work, but it is evident that their contents are appropriate to
various technical problems.

For example, each note in the "Rondeau"

given on page 12 is marked for bowing ( 11 T11 = "tirez, 11 down bow;
11

poussez, 11 up bow);

11

P11 =

the 11 Bour~e 11 on the same page exemplifies the

~ , has each note fingered, atxl bears the superscription:

.§l!n,-

"Il ne taut

doner qu' un coup d' archet pour toutes les nottes que la Tentte ou Liaison
13. La Laurencie, op, cit., III, 2.
14. MonUclair, op, cit., 3. The bow is to be held in the right hand,
"les quatre doits posez sur le bois et le pouce dessous la hausse
qui ~l~ve le crin. 11
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embrasse";

the "Sarabande" on page 15 uses a,gr6Jlents.

Each dance form

exemplifies a specific didactic purpose which Mont&clair has expressly
indicated;

this would be sufficient for ,tude classification.

M6thode

never intended for self-instruction, but for use with a

was

The

teacher:
Le Maitre, l'aplication de l'Ecolier, l'experience et le
gout doneront une conoissance plus etendUe des diferents coups
d'archet et de plusieurs autres choses; c'est pour quoi je
passe aux Airs , deux Violons afin que l 'Ecolier joUant en
partie avec son Maitre, 2uisse l'imiter dans le toucher et
s'assurer de la mesure.15
The foregoing statement is

raisgn d'l;tre for five pages of music for two

violins, for which no didactic purpose is given. 16 At the conclusion of
the

Mfthode £agile MonUclair provides advance advertisement for a new

book:
Ceux qui voudront s'instruir , fond dans la musique pouront
se servir de ma nouvelle M,thode ou les Principes sont extremement detaillez et ou ils trouveront douze Le¥ons travaill,es dans le gout des Sonat~s, qu'ilf pouront jotter,
dewc Violons. Le prix est de 411' broch,. 7
This new Mfthg::le was not available for examination;

La Laurencie states

that the work was not really a method and that the twelve sonata-style
lessons are violin duets. 18
15. ll4si. , 18.

16. iw., 19-23.

17. iw., 24.

18. La Laurencie, op, cit., 96.
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In 1725 S8bastien de Brossard presented his catalogued collection of manuscripts and notes for a universal history of music, together
with some of his own books and music, to King Louis X:V, . in consideration
of an annuity for himself and his niece. 19 The collection was stamped
"Biblioth\que Royale," but subsequently (1726) was transferred to the
Bibl.ioth\que Nationale;
that library. 20

it constitutes some of the rarest holdings of

Included are fragments of an untidy manuscript in hand-

writing smeared and often obliterated, with much scratching-out and many
marginal entries bearing mute witness to the cogit!Ltions and efforts of
its author.

This manuscript, dating from about 1712, has been catalogued

as "Fragments d 'un m8thode de violon" and comprises nineteen mmtnnbered
21
sheets, every other one of which is blank.
Chapter I of the method
proper commences at page 8 and is preceded by seven pages dealing with
scales and clefs.

From the fragments of manuscript remaining, it would

appear that its author's intent was for this second section -- that specifically referring to the violin -- to treat of:

(1) the parts of the

violin and their use, (2) t\ming the strings, (J) holding the instrument
and the proper position of the hand and the fingers, (4) an explanation

19. Marie Louise Pereyra, "Brossard, S8bastien de,"
I, 96J-64.

20.

c.

L. Cudworth, "Libraries and Collections,"

168.

Grove's Dictionary.

Grove's Dictionary,

V,

21. Or so it appears in the microfilm reproduction. The date 1712 is
conjectured from the date of Brossard' s correspondence with Ballard
concerning MonUclair's method (May 18, 1712). For further discussion, see La Laurencie, op, cit., llI, 2-J.
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of the fingerboard and how to locate and finger the notes on it,
bowing, and (6) executing all the omaments.

(5)

The manuscript was broken

off, however, af'ter the first four of these chapters were ccnpleted.
No music whatsoever appears in the surviving remnants of manuscript,
nor is any indication given that inclusion of any such was contemplated.
It is known that Brossard regarded other matters as more important than
the completion of this work;

he commented in his manuscript

Catalogue:

J•avois commence\ y travailler mais d'autres affaires de plus
grosse cms&}uenca m',tant survenues, je n I eus pas le temps
d'achever cet ouvrage. On trouvera, cependant, que j'avois
d'j\ fait un manuscrit dans le mmne pacquet ob. est la m,thode
du sieur de MonUclaire. Ce qui pourra servir ). ceux qui
voudront se donner la peine de travailler sur le mime sujet. 22
A notation made by J. B. Cartier on the Brossard manuscript reads as follows:

"Cet ouvrage est attribu.8 ). Mont,clair, mais je le crois de Bros-

sard, Ma!tre de chapelle). Meamc et\ Strasbourg. 1123
The next method to be put on the market in France was that of
Pierre Dupont, whose Princi,pes de violon pa.r demandes et pa.r reponge was
24
published ghez l'auteur. A.P.D.R., 1718.
It was a work which the author
22. s,bastien de Brossard, Catalogue (manuscript), 351, as quoted in La
Laurencie, op cit. , llI, 3.
23. For further discussion, see La Laurencie, op, cit., III, 3

rn.

24. Pierre Dupont, Pringipes de yig1on par demand,es et par reponca par
leg,Y,el toutas persgnne, pouront a.prendre deux mimes I jouer du d;i,t
instrument (Paris: Chez l'Autheur, 1718). Note: Although both the
catalogue card and the box containing the microfilm at the Music Library, University of Califomia, Berkeley, list this as by Henri Bonaventura Dupont and the date as 1713, the Privil\ge printed in the
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claimed was written in response to popular demand for a method to follow
his Principes de musigue that had appeared the previous year.

cipes de

The frln.-

yiolCJl contains lessons for bowing, proper realization of graces,

and learning the melodic intervals from thirds through octaves, but double
stops and positions are ignored.

According to La Laurencie, Pincherle

observed that the methods of both MonUclair and Dupont were addressed
to a special clientele -- 11 tu.turs joueurs de danses ou de pillces en style
franrais 1125 -- and that such musicians had no need for complicated bowings.

From one of the dialogues presented by Dupont it is apparent that

his principles were not intended to be hard and fast rules:
D. Est on ohlig~ d'observer toutes les regles du coup
d'archet.

R. Ouy, lorsque l'on aprend par ce que cela vous facilite de trouver le gout des airs, mais quand l'on s¥ait l'gn
prend t 1 elle lissence et libertez que l'on juge l propos. 2
Riley states that Dupont "furnishes seven t1tudes illustrating the playing
or intervals, 1127 but in his next sentence Riley speaks of these as "exer-

book clearly gives the author's name as Pierre Dupont. The date on
the title page reads ''M.DCC.XvIII" and the Priy.il)ge bears date
"Aodt 10, 1717" with permission to engrave registered Sept. 2J,
1717. Such inclusions could not be in a work printed in 1713.
25. La Laurencie, qp, cit., III, 11-12. Since La Laurencie gives no
documentation for Pincherle' s opinions, it is presumed that the observations were made in a conversation or a letter.
26. Dupont, op, cit., 8.

27. Riley, op, cit., 100.

cises."

This writer would concur with the term "exercises" il Dupont

intended that these lines of music be played;

however, it would appear

that Dupont presented the music on the right-hand side of th ~ divided
pages to exemplify the explanation of intervals set forth on the lefthand side.

There is some music in the Principes which might be loosely

const~ed to be ~tu.des, however, inasmuch as rules for particular bowings are provided for the nine dance forms on pages 6, 7, and 8.

For

example, the "Rigldo~" on page 7 appears opposite "Explication du coup
d'archet du Rigldon" and bears the familiar

11

T11 and "P" markings;

but

the accompanying dialogue discusses merely how to play the pieces and
never instructs the questioner to play them.
There was a lapse of twenty years before another instructional
work for the violin appeared in France.

In mentioning this, La Lauren-

cie comments:
Chose singuli~re, c'est au moment o~ notre ~cole de violon
dessine le plus &nergiquement la progression de ses moyens
musicaux et techniques que les m,thodes se font plus rares.
C'est que, vers cette ~poque, le violon est entr,
d~cid&nent dans les moeurs et qu'on a cess, de 1~ consid~rer,
parmi les amateurs, comme un de bas ,tage • • • • 8
Mon~clair's Principes de musique (1736), 29 a book of general

28. La Laurenaie, QP

cit., III, 12.

29. Michel Pi~olet-9-e MonUclair, Principas de nru,sique (Paris:
l' Auteur L 1736_}).

Chez
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principles of music, does no more than chart the extE11t of violin range
(from g to b").

The work is filled with musical examples and contains

some clavier music, but nothing specifically violinistic.
Michel Corrette, who composed instruction books for many musical instru."llents, published the first of his violin methods in Paris in

1738.

Its short main title,

L1 Ecole d'OrphG@. JO

harks back to the an-

cients, and its subtitle, like others of the period, is long:

"M~thode

pour apprend.re facilement a joUer du violon dans le gont franiois et
italien avec des principes de musique et beaucoup de le~ons ). I, et II
violons:

Ouvrage utile aux commenpants et a ceux qui veulent parvenir

). l'execution des sonatas, concerto, pieces par accords et pieces a
cordes ravall&s."

The five chapters of Part I, the "Principes de

musique," are concerned with general principles, an explanation of symbols used, and rhythmic peculiarities;

Part II, the actual method, is

divided into six chapters dealing with:

(1) holding the violin, (2)

various ways of holding the bow, (J) the range of the violin, (2) use
of the le:rt hand,

(5) cg.dmces

(trills), and

(6)

positions.

ports that in Chapter Two Corrette refers the pupil to his
in another section of the book; Jl

JO.

Riley re11

,tudes"

La Laurencie mentions a sind.lar

Michel CoITette, L'$cole d'OrphGe (Paris: Chez l'Auteur, 1738).
See the discussion of another work of Corrette's, beginning on p.

31. Riley,

op, cit., 110.

73.

reference, but without using the word "~tude," and quotes the following
incipit: 32

Ex. 1.

La Laurmcie's quotation from

L•tcole d'Orph4e.

The line of music referred to appears (along with others similar in scope)
in Chapter V, and comprises altogether the following passage:33

Ex. 2.

Corrette, Bowing ~tude.

The line given above is the most musical of several presented in exemplification of various types of bowing.

32. La Laurencie, o,p,

cit., III, 17.

33. Corrette, op, cit.,

34.

Most of these passages seem to this
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writer to be in the category of bowing exercises;

~tude characteristics

are present in the line cited, and it should be construed to be a miniature ~tude.

This section on "Cadences" includes also portions titled

L@¥ons pour am,rendre \ jgµer du v;iolgn dans le go11t fran~ois, 34 and, similarly, da,ns le gofl,t ita.lien. 35 both of which include material somewhat
like ~tudes in character, as, for example,

PrQ,ude pour s'exercer \

pousser deux: fois.3 6 No indication is given as to whether the short preludes, minuets, and other dance forms were composed by Corrette expressly
for this book, but it is likely that they were borrowed for exemplification of specific techniques.

The compositions in simple binary form in-

corporated into this chapter are all given appropriate bowing markings,
and each piece is devoted to one technical problem;

therefore, the can-

positions are simple ~tudes, regardless of whether or not they are from
Corrette' s own pen.

L' Scale d' QmhGe has the distinction of being the

first French violin method to discuss scordatura, or corcies ravillGes,
of which Corrette has five examples:
ing

(Accord} as a chord, followed

utilizing it.'Y'l

by the composition or compositions

Two menuets necessitate g-d'-a'-d" tuning;

"Fanfare" in g-d'-a'-c";

using a-e'-a'-e".

in each he presents first the tun-

a "Concerto" with g-b-a'-e";

and a "Rondeau"

These compositions could quite easily be termed ~tudes,

soordatura constituting the technical problem.

34. IW,., 13ff.

35.

36.

37.

.• 13.

there is a

l.1;4s1.,

Apparen:Uy Corrette made

27rr.

•• 39-41.
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some impressim pedagogically, for his pupils were dubbed "les lna.chorl)tes"
by Gavini~s, a fact which biographers seldom omit.
No other violin methods were published in France before

1750,

and those that appeared shortly thereafter were translations of' foreign
writings.

The year

1752 witnessed two of these: The Art of Pla.ying on

the Violin, by Geminiani, originally published in London in 1751,38 and
the section on violin playing in J. J. Quantz's

die Fl,Hte trayersi-re zu spielen. 39

Yersuch einer

Arn@isµng

The French edition of the Geminiani

work contains a picture of its author playing on the violin, which picture
is not in the English edition, and the translation omits the Preface which
is in the English original..

40

In the French editions, the musical. examples

are inserted in the appropriate places in the text rather than being
grouped into a concluding section, as was the case in the original edi-

or

Playing on the YioJ1u (London, 1751),
facsim. ed., ed. and with an In1roduction by David D. Boyden (London:
Oxford University Press, n.d. L 19511J). La Laurencie, op. git.,
III, 22, gives the date or original publication in London as "vers
1740 11 ; Professor Boyd.en's edition carries no date, but in the Introduction he writes of Geminiani' s treatise being "First published just
200 years ago. . . • 11

38. Francesco Geminiani, The Art

39.

Essai d'une m6thode pour apprepdre) jou,er de la
0,1),te travers0r 0 a.yec plusieurs r&Jarnues pour seryir au bop gg1),t
dans la mµs1@0 le tout Gclrlrci par des examples et pa,r my te1JJes
Jean-Joachim Quantz,

(Berlin: Cr~tien-FrM~ric Voss,
cie, op, c;it., III, 38, in. 1.

1751), as cited

by La Lauren-

du yiolm (Paris: La Chevardil,re, n.d. ). The
1752 date is given by La Laurencie, op, cit., III, 22, and by Eitner,
Ouellen-Lqx;lkon~ Boyden also cites these references in his Introduction to the facsim. ed. , x. The cover of the French edition published
by La Ch.evardillre is reproduced on the cover of Boyden's facsimile
edition. The microcaro. copy at the University of Iowa shows the pub-

40. M~ Geminiani, L'Art
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tion.

When GEl?liniani' s book was published in London, England was in the

throes of a "do-it-yourself" epidemic of learning to play the violin,
and although Geminiani has been long and loudly accused of being a participant, David Boyden has exonerated him. 41

Geminiani did not write for

the musical amateur, nor was he concerned with the development of the virtuoso;

rather, his aim was the perfection of the violinist as an artist.

He wrote:
The Art of playing the Violin consists • . • in executing every
Piece with Exactness, Propriety, and Delicacy of Expression according to the true Intention of Musick. a.it as the imitating
the Cock, Cuckoo, Owl, and other Birds; or the Drum, French Horn,
Tromba-Marina, and the like; and also sudden Shifts of the Hand
from one Bxtremity of the Finger-board to the other, accompanied
with Contortions of the Head and Body, and all other such Tricks
rather belong to the Professors of Legerdemain and Posture-masters
than to the Art of Musick, the Lovers of that Art are not to expect to find any thing of that Sort in this Book. a.it I flatter
myself they will find in it whatever is Necessary for ~he Institution of a just and regular Performer on the Violin. 4
The music contained in the first French edition is almost identical with
that in the original, which is discussed below, in Chapter V, page 155.

lisher to be Le Due, successor to de la Chevardi\re; since Le Due
succeeded La Chevardiln-e in 1785, this would be a later copy.
41. David D. Ibyden, "Geminiani and the First Violin Tutor, 11 Acta. Musj,,cologica, XXXI (1959), 161-70; "A Postscript to 'Genrl.niani and the
First Violin Tutor', 11 Acta, Musj,,cologica XXXII (1960), 40-47.
42. Geminiani, "Preface, 11 facsim. ed., 1.
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The "Nouvelle Edition" published by the house of Sieber, fils, 43
differs considerably from the original edition.

The title page bears the

infonnation that the work was "Compos~e primitivement par le ' C~\bre F.
Geminiani et nouvellement Redig~e, Augment~e, Expliqu~e et enrichie de
nouveaux examples, pr~ludes, Airs et Duos gradu~s pour ~claircir et faciliter l'instruction et mettre ~videmrnent en pratique les principes de
cet excellent ma1tre."

At the end of this edition, six "Compositions"

have been added, each with a didactic purpose, as follows: 44
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Pour .Aprendre \ tirer et pousser ~galement l 'Archet en
le d~tachant dans la vitesse.
Pour la vari~U dit couU et du d~tach~ dans la vitesse.
Pour 1' ~tude de la double corde compliqu~e.
Autre ~tude dans le m~me genre.
Pour 1' ~tude de toutes les difficulUs r~unies.
De la diff~rente mani~re de jouer les arp~ges sur des
acco:rds compos~s de trois ou quatre sons su.r 18 variations numerot~es par ordre et les quell es 1' fl.\ve peut
s'instruire l fond de toutes les mani\res de faires les
arp\ges.

The last item consists of a three-measure chordal theme, and the number
of variations is nineteen, not eighteen.
remains a mystery;

The source of these six works

they are neither in the original English publication

nor in the other two French editions examined by this writer.

It is her

conjecture that they are not by Gerlliniani.

L'Art du violon ou Mdthod,e raison6e pour a.~rendre)
bien iouer de cet instrument (Paris: Sieber, fils, n.d~ The University of California (Berkeley) Music Library card catalogue gives
a date of 1813 for this book; Professor Boyden' s Introduction to the
facsimile edition gives a date of 1803, based on Eitner, QµellanLexikon.

43. F. Geminiani,

44. l.b1sl,., 80-89.
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La Laurencie includes the Qua.ntz method in his discussion, but
Reilly45 believes that its value in France was negligible in view of the
fact that France had the Hotteterre and other flute methods and that the
French translation was made at Qua.ntz's instigation and was published in
Berlin simultaneously with the original edition (1752).

The violin meth-

od is included in the Yersuch as Section II of Chapter XVII, in both German and French editions.

From the description of the work given by La

Laurencie, it would appear that the French translation is identical with
the original in content and format.
La traduction fran~aise de son Yorsuch die F1,1'te trayersi)re zu spielen parut en 1752, et cet ouvrage, rempli des

d~tails les plus minutieux et des pr~scriptions les plus m~ticuleuses , consacre la section II du chapitre XVII\ l'~tude
serr~e du jeu et de l'interpr~tation sur le violon. Dlvis~e
en trente-cinq paragraphes, cette section II constitue, sans
contredit, l'analyse la plus compllite et la plus pr~cise qui
ai
gite, aux environs de 1750, de l'esth~tique de l'ex~cution.

4

A copy of the French translation was not available for examination at
this time;

the original edition is discussed in Chapter IV, page 114.
The first important French pedagogic work for the violin after

mid-century appeared in 1761 when Joseph-Parna~ Saint-Sevin, lm0vm as
L 'Abb~ le fils, published his Princioes du yiolop pour apprepdre le

45. J. J. Quantz, Yersuch einer Amraisupfi die FJJ5te trayersillre zu spieltrans. and with Canmentary by Edward Randolph Reilly, 2 vols.
(Ph.D. dissertation, thiversity of Michigan, 19.58), II, 706.

.mi.,

46. La Laurencie, op, cit., III, 39.
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doii'.U de cet instrument, et les d,iffdrends agr&nents dopt il est sus~QUt,47 a method described by La Laurencie as "m v~ritable synth~se
de l'art du violon vers 1760, 1148 and deemed by him the most important
published in France before Cartier' s

du yiolon ( 1798).

Besides

discussing the usual phases of violin playing dealt with by his compatriots, L 1 Abb~'s work has the distinction of being the first French
violin method to discuss thoroughly and to present rules for the technique of double stopping, and to treat at length the matter of harmonics.
Harmonics had been discussed and employed by Mondonville in his

ha,rmoniQ,Ues, sonatas )

vi.glop

seul, a,vec b,c,,

taneously in Paris and Lille, around 1738. 49

Les sops

Op. 4, published simul-

In the "Avertissement" to

the sonatas, Mondonville demonstrates the principle of harmonic production, and indicates that his use of harmonics is as a means of facili-

tating -- not enriching -- violin playing, thus enabling a performer to
avoid perilous and mcomfortable shirts.

Mondonville seems to have been

the first to use harmonics on the violin and to notate them. 50

He

47. Paris: Chez des Lauriers, n.d. C1760J. Saint-Sevin published his
works under the name L'Ab~; he acquired the name L'Abb& le fils
because his father wore the small collar of a church musician and
was called L 'Abb~.
48. La Laurenci.e, op,

49. 1121!1.,

I, 380.

cit., III, 51.

The Paris publisher was Boivin.

50. Marpurg was in error, however, when he wrote:

"Er ist der Erfinder
der so genannten sons hannoniques oder sons de fiageolet auf der Violine." Historisch-Kritische Beytraege sur Auf'na,hm,e der Musik (Berlin: J. J. SchUtzen, 17,54), I, 4€$.
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notated harmonics in the following manner:5 1

u
11
Ex:. 3.

Mondonville' s method of notating harmonics.

L'Ab~ placed a small circle above a note which was to
natural harmonic;

be produced as a

artificial harmonics were indicated. by placing a square

hollow note beneath the note bearing the circle.

The section of the

Principes dealing with harmonics culminates in a twenty-eight-measure
Menuet in the key of G, written entirely in that medium.

This is repro-

duced in Plate X, p. 64. 52

All sections or L'Abb&'s eighty-one-page work are amply supplied with musical examples and exercises marked with fingerings and bowings.

Many small pieces in binary form, written in various major and

51. Andreas Moser, Gesghighte des Yiolinspiels (Berlin: Hesse, 1923),
378. A similar notation, from. "Allegro" of Sonata II, Les sons harmoniqpes. is quoted in La Laurencie, op, cit., I, 429.
52. L'Abb~, op,

cit., 73.
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PLATE X

,ta&tr' t >n w,n JmiM5.Bimtii!v!@
0 • • • ••

• , ·0

••

'ff?

•••

0

0 • 0

JI

•

L 'Abb~, Meriuet 1n harmonics.

•oo

o

•

0 0 0 0

0

0

minor keys, incorporate technical difficulties to be studied, each of
the compositiais being marked for one specific technical problem.
example, the didactic purpose is stated in the title of the

For

Rondeau pour

apprendre), faire dos CoµUs. 53 All bowings are marked, and the student
is instructed 11 Voyez la page 16, 11 where detailed instructions are given
for the ~ -

The Rondeau is in the key of G minor, in ABABA form •

.Af'ter page 44, the number of small musical compositions with a definite
form increases, and these pieces become more complex;

from this point,

the le~ons change f'W'lctionally from exercises to ~tudes.

Typical of the

material presented are the Le~ons in Plates XI-XIII, pp. 66-68. 54 There
can be no doubt that L 1 Ab~'s work contains true ,tudes and that it contains them in greater volume than its precursors.
A work entitled R~fiexions sur la musique et la vraie mani\re

de 1' ex6cuter sur le yiolw was published

in Paris in

1763. 55 Its author,

M. Brijon, considering auditors as well as executants, took the stand
that all music has a definite aesthetic or programmatic aim which must
be sought out and preserved in its rendition. 56 To him, music was not
an art of the ~lite but should be tasted and appreciated by everyone.

53 .

llisi,.,

5.

54.

I!21sl,., 47,

49, 57. The double stems on the first two notes of the
Allegro would seem to indicate simultaneous use of open A-string
and the marked third fin ger on t he D-string.

55. The work was publi shed chez l 'auteur.
56 . M. Brijon, R~fiexions sur la musiQµe (Paris:

1-7.

Chez l'Auteur, 1763),
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PLATE XI

L' AbM,

Le~on dans le Ton de La Tierce Mipeu,re.

67

PLATE XII

L'AbM,

Lewon d;ms le Ton de Re Tierce Mineure.

68
PLJ\TE XIII

L 'AbM,

Le•on dan s le Ton de Sol, Tierce Hineure.
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Brijon presents his actual instruction material after lengthy discussions devoted to (1) comparison of French, German, and Italian music
and their respective styles and (2) the importance of phrasing a n d ~
in music.

Each piece of music should be executed "in its true genre and

according to the character of expression which is proper to it. 1157

Pro-

per execution depends on the marmer of drawing the bow, and on phrasing.
The instructima.l material concems the proper holding and manipulation
of violin and bow.
page treatise;

There is no music in the corpus of the thirty-two-

reference is made infrequently to eleven pages of musi-

cal examples given as the concluding section of the book.

Sandwiched

between the treatise and the examples are five "Articles" titled "Principes de musique";

these Articles concern the notation of violin music.

Nothing in the final section is very musical.

There is a little bowing

study in F 58 which appears in two transpositions, an
a Mouyemt do minuet.

Air d6tach6 and

If compared with the ~tudes presented by L' Abb~

two years earlier, Brijon's material would be found wanting.
Brijon considers music as a language.
ticle I.

A perusal of his "Ar-

R~flexions prniminaires sur la musique en g~~ra.l" gives the

impression that he delighted in the preservation of metaphors.
is an "ode en musique, . . . un

concerto

A sonata

devient un dialogue entre diverse

interlocuteurs auxquels un seul fait face, . . . et les contradictions

57. llis1,., "Avertissement. 11

58.

l,Qlsi. , 4.
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qui en resul tent forme al ors un combat musical entre le solo et le
tutti. 1159
According to Alfred Einstein, Valentin Roeser's translation of
Leopold Mozart's violin method was published in Paris around 1770. 60

The

title of it reads:
M~thode raisonn&e Pour apprendre Jouer du Violin Compos&e
Par L~opald Mozart Canpositeur et Directeur de la Musique de
Monseigneur l'Archhlque de Saltzbourg Traduite de l'Allemand
en Fran¥ais par Valentin Roeser Musicien de S.A.S. Monseigneur
le Due d'Orl&ans. Ch trouvera, la fin de cette M&thode XII
Petits Duo et un Caprice facileg , la port8e des Canmen¥ants.
A Paris Chez Mr. Le Menu, • . • 1
La Laurencie does not discuss the translation of the Mozart treatise.

copy of this work was available,
translation of Mozart's

Yersuch

62

A

and comparison was made with the Knocker

into English.

This revealed that the

Roeser version was only a partial translation, much having been deleted
from the original.

Furthermore, it was found that the French "transla-

tion" contained some things not found in the Knocker translation, par-

59. ~ - , 2.

60. Alfred Einstein, Preface to Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the Flm,damontal Pr;ingiplos pf Violin Playing, 2d ed., trans. F.ditha Knocker
(London: Oxford University Press, 1951), xxvi.
61. Il:214.. Arthur Pougin, La Vial.an (Paris: Fischbacher, 1924), 264,
gives the same date of publication as Einstein, but cites the publisher as Boyer.
62. Leopold Mozart, Mfthcxie rrlsonfe pour &PPtOD4re ). jguor du yialgn, ·
tra,dµite de l'ailnrn,nd en fnm~rls par Ytlcmtiu Roeser (Paris: Chez
Naderman, A.P., n.d. ). Apparently this was not from the first printing, either, though the card catalogue in the Music Library of the
University of Iowa has this copy dated conjecturally as 1770.
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ticularly the "XII petits duo et un caprice faciles et). port&e des
comm.enc;ants" which appear at the conclusion of Roeser' s edition.
"Caprice," for unaccompanied violin, is definitely an &tude;

The

of the

twelve duos, Nos. III, IV, and VIIl could be so termed, as they deal,
respectively, with how to perform a canon, various ways to bow the

) Jffl
.... pattern,

and triplets.

The small "pieces" in Chapters IV and

VI which are discussed below in Chapter IV (page 117) and which are
called &tudes in that section are included in the same chapters of this
French version.

Many of the examples given in the original edition are

shortened by me or two measures in the Roeser version;

in a few cases,

however, Roeser has added a measure or two to complete a bit of music
left unfinished by Mozart
in three parts:
ters;

WA.• In

format the French version is arranged

Part I presents bowing rules, and comprises five chap-

Part II, dealing with positions, is three chapters in length;

Part III, concerning les a&dmens. consists of four chapters.,
duos and the caprice conclude the work.

The twelve

Much textual material has been

omitted from the work by Roeser, but what is presented appears to be an
accurate translation.
In 1771, Pietro Denis published his translation of Tartini' s

treatise on ornaments as TrrlU des agdm,ents de la musi@e. 63 For many
years, it was believed ~hat no Italian version of the treatise survived;

6J. Giuseppe Tartini, Tra,iU des agdments de la musique, ed. Erwin R.
Jacobi (New York: Hemann Moeck, 1961), trilingual edition containing Denis' s translation.

72
in 1960, however, two Italian manuscripts were discovered.

This treatise

will be discussed, along with Tartini's other didactic works, in Chapter
VI, page 181.
In April, 1771, the

graduer

Mercure de France published Man,il,re de

up yiglon. by one "M. prof. de philos.

l Beauvais, 1164 who pro-

tested against the routine in violin teaching, with particular reference
to the loss of time entailed in study of the placement of fingers on the
fingerboard.

Though this article does not contain a violin method, it

shows its author's interest in violin instruction.

His theory was formu-

lated according to mathematical principles of acoustics pertaining to
string divisim;

by the reasoning that each string was divisible into

two octaves of twelve semi-tones each, he deduced that the fingerboard
could be divided into six equal parts, which should be marked upon it,
thus ensuring perfect intmation with a minimum of time spent in instruction.

65 Of course, his e?Tor was in failure to recognize spatial differ-

entiation between tones.

His work must be relegated to the status of a

mere curiosity.
The

Nouveau principes de musigue

by Jean-Th~odore Tarade was

published in 1714, but according to La Laurencie, 66 the only portion of
it preserved is the brief extract concerning bowing of equal and \D'lequal
notes that is cited in Cartier' s L 'Art du viol on.

64.

Tarade is al so rep re-

Mercure de France, April, 1771, II, 188-92. See also La Laurencie,
op, cit., m, 74-75, for further discussion of this article and
reply made to it in a later issue of the Mercure.

65. Mercure. 1b1si,.

66.

La Laurencie,

op, cit., III, 75.
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sented. by some scale~ in the Cartier book.

L'Art du yiolon has been

examined, and the Tarade contributions to it contain no &tudes.
Michel CoITette's second violin method, L'Art de se porfoctionner dans le yiolop. 67 was designed. as a sequel to his L' fcole d 'Or~-

The author states cl.early that the work is not intended for be-

ginners:
Je suppose qu'on soit d~j\ capable de jouer sa partie dans
un concert; mais i l n'en faut pas rester 1,. Pour parvenir l l'excellence du violon, i l faut jouer des solos,
comme sonates, concertos, ou symphonies concert~tes, ob
beaucoup d'auteurs se distinguent pr8sentement.
Though Corrette discusses the fundamentals of violin playing to some degree, a large portion of the book is designed. for virtuosity and the presentation of tours de force.

Runs mount high on the E string;

one octave

passage must be executed. in high positions:69

Ex:. 4.

Corrette, octave passage.

67. The work was published in Paris:
68. Corrette,

L'Art

Chez l'Auteur, 1782.

de se perfectionner. 1.

69 . Ihl.s;l., 8. It is possible that CoITette intended. this passage to be
perfo:nned on the D and A strings. The marking "D: 11 is used. in two
ways: as meaning D string , and as meaning "doigt."
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The one- and two-line Preludes in the most-used keys, both major and
minor, of which Ex. 5 is typical, get rather complicated technically,
but are of negligible musical value.

Ex. 5.

Corrette, Prelude. 70

Some of the Preludes are merely variations of Ex. 5, above;
entirely different.

others are

Many pages of music are included. for practice, but

these are drawn from compositions of famous violinists:

selections from

Abaco, .Alberti, .Albinoni, and Corelli, a Birkenstock sonata, a Locatelli
Caprice. and at page 62 a Hornpipe from a Handel concerto. 71 Corrette
includes his own menuet, Le Coucou (a.veg Rpssignol}, 72 in one portion of
which appears the admonition:

"pour s'exercer i faire 70 coups d'archet

en poussant. 11 The advice which Corrette gives as a parting shot is most

70. l..W,., 10.
71. La Laurencie, op, cit., III, 82, states that this Hornpipe was used
by Handel to test his violinists.
72. Corrette, ~ . 90.

75
amusing.

Boxed at the bottom of the lower right-hand corner of the last

page -- that bearing the table of contents -- appears the following:

Ceux qui trouveront des Le~ons
trop difficiles peuvent metre sur le
num,ro de la page\. la Loterie
Royale, jusqu '\. ce que la Le~on
soit s~u,s par ce moyen i1 gagneront
de deux caUs.
Prends au Temple de la fortune
Num,ro trois, neuf et vingt-sept
Par une chance pui comnnm'
Tu gagnerai un Terne sec. J

In October, 1786, Bornet l'dn8 published the first edition of
his Nouyol,1 o mfthode de violgn

et de mu,siQ.P,O• 74

The work does just what

the title says -- presents musical principles in conjunction with a violin method -- by stating a principle and supplying exercises for its application, based on scales.

Music makes up the major portion of the

method -- fifty-five out of eighty-two pages -- and comprises selections
from operas, airs by other composers, and five pages of music from Bornet's own pen.

Of these five, at least one,

Lowon pour approndro

1

faire des accords et se familiariser avec ce aue l'on nomme la double
73. ll;4g,., last page of book, not numbered.

m6thode de yiolon et de musigue dans laguelle
on & observ6 toutes les gradations o6cessaires ~our apprendre ces
deux arts ensemble (Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1786. A second edition

74. Bornet 1' dn~, Nouvelle

came out in 1799. Though the copy in the University of Iowa Music
Library bears no date, it is catalogued as being from the first
printing. ( The writer has been unable to ascertain Born et' s given
name.)

76
~ . 7 5 seems to have sufficient musical value to permit it to be classified as an ~tu.de.
XV.

This may be seen on pages 77-78, as Plates

nv

and

The Allegro molto on page 77 of Bornet' s book is in aSYi!1ll1etrical

rounded binary form, and is a working-out of sixteenth notes and the

J1l figure

in arpeggi and scales;

nating form concerned with triplets.
musi cally.

The

Allegro

for study of

on page 75 is a three-part alterBoth of these seem somewhat dull

bateries

(see Plate XV, p. 78), 76

and the studies on arpeggiation of three- and four-note chords, degenerate
to mere exercises.

It cannot be denied, however, that the method contains

one, and possibly three, ,tudes.

La Laurencie does not discuss Bornet's

method but merely states that its second edition (1799) is the last French
method prior to that of Baillot.
No publication date is available for the

}dthode pour le

yio-

~ 7 written by Antonio Eartolomeo Bruni (1751-1821), nor was this method available for examination.

La Laurencie78 describes the H'thode as:

(1) being in two parts, (2) giving advice similar to that imparted by

.Bailleux in his

Mfthode raisonn,, (see below, page 92), and

taining both exercises and ,tudes.

(J) con-

La Laurencie writes:

• arrivons aux &tudes proprement dites, ,tudes consacr&es
aux syncopes, aux ag~ments, aux cadences, aux doubles et

75. I,Qisi., 78-79.

76. ~ . , 79.

77. Gaetano Cesari, Lionel de la Laurencie, ~ . , Antmio Bartolomeo
1k:lm1. (Turin: S. Lattes, 1931), 178, fn 1, gives full title as
11
M6thode pour le viola,, cgnpos6o sur l'alphabet musical de M,me
Duhan, oar M, Bruni, A Paris, Aux Poux Lyres, chez M.me Dphan et

C.ie. • •• " but gives no date of publication.

78. I121.sl., 179-80.

77
PLA TE XIV

Born et. Le.on a. faire des Accords
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Le~on s'Exercer h faire, , , Be.teries.
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triples cordes, aux doubles trilles, puis aux diff~rents ·
coups d'archet et aux doigters r~latifs
chacune des positions. Nous signalerons un exercice "pour allonger les
doigts': (p. J6) ~ui contient toute la technique, si utile,
des extensions. 7
Bru.ni's

Caprices &Airs va,ri6s en forme

d 1 6tude

80

comprise

twenty-nine ~tudes which require use of the first seven positions.

Ca-

prices and varied airs are intermingled in the volume, and all are ~tudes.
81
This publication was followed by Cing,11ante 6tudes.
ill of these fifty
~tudes are binary in structure, and musicality has not been sacrificed
for pedagogy.

There is much position work, sometimes requiring abrupt

and awkward shifts;

double stopping seems to be stressed.

sometimes used, but only simple, i.e., natural, ones.

Harmonics a.re

In view of the ad-

vanced character of this work, it seems a bit strange to find no mention
or employment of artificial or double harmonics.
The name Durieu appears opposite the date 1796 in a list of

79. l..w.sl,. , 180.

xm;

80. M. Bruni, Caprices & M,rt
en fonne d' Gtudg pour un yiolon seul
(Paris: Imba.ult, n.d.)1787 • La Laurencie, in Cesari, op, cit.,
181, fn 1, states that publication was announced by the
of 20 Feb. 1787, then by the Ca,lendrier musical universal of
1788, giving publication date of April, 1787.
81. B. Bruni,
(Paris: Sieber, n.d.)
~. 1795, according to library card catalogue, University of Iowa Music Library.] The work is listed as
"50 Exercice" in Sieber's catalogue of a. 1801; see Cari Johansson,
French Music Publishers' Ca,talogµes (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksells,
19.55), II, 117.

80
"Ouvrages didactiques et m~thodes 11 compiled by La Laurencie,
method by Durieu is discussed by La Laurencie.
a M6thode de violon by

M: Durieu has

82

but no

The microfilm copy of

been dated conjecturally as fran

1799. 83 The book, seventy-six pages in length, is well supplied with
musical examples, scales, exercises, semi-~tudes, and ~tudes.

Rudiments

of music and violin playing take up the first twelve pages, and musical
examples are well sprinkled throughout;

in the remainder of the volume,

scales, exercises and ~tudes are inserted. wherever they seem appropriate.
The sixteen measures exemplifying eighth notes is a semi-~tude and of
little musical value, but the next study, dealing with sixteenth notes,
is a sixteen-measure ~tude in G; 84 immediately thereafter appear two
more small ~tudes, again in G, dealing with triple and duple time, respectively.

The

Exemples shown in Plate XVI, p. 81, are typical of the

scales which fill the next few pages of the method. 8 5 On pages 32-37
there are twelve

le.ons;

all of these are ~tudes, generally in closed

binary form, all sixteen measures long, each with a. definitely stated
pedagogic purpose.

In all cases but one, this purpose is either for

rhythm or for bowing;

the exception is

Le.on propre a fonner le gout

(see Plate XVII, p. 82). 86 ftudes for style and taste are an important

82. La Laurencl.e,

83.

t•fcole,

III, 246.

M;

Durieu, M6thode de yiolon (Paris: Chez l 'Auteur C1799C]).
This date is suggested on the catalogue card for the microfilm copy
in the Music Library of the University of Califomia (Berkeley).

84. Il21d., 15.
86. llwl.., 36.

85. IW,., 21.
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part of methods;

many of the small pieces included in didactic works

could be considered dtudes for style.

et detacher les nottes. 87

The

Leggn pour apprendre

&

goµ1er

in C, is concerned with the following bowing

problem:

The

Legon pour lier las nottaa. 88

in G, deals with the figure

t
while the t w o ~ on page 37 are concerned with dotted notes.
tions of these

Por-

may be seen in Plate XVIll, p. 84. 89

The final sectim of the work (pp. 42-76) deals with scales
and various scale patterns through a three-octave span, each scale being
followed by two composi tims in the same key.

Were there just one of

these scale studies, perhaps it could have been termed a semi-dtude,
its purpose being scale mastery;

however, the repetition of this sixty-

three-measure scale study (or an abridged version of it) in transposition
after each two compositions on the next thirty-ti ve pages reduces the
original study to exercise status.

87. lJ;>J.d.. , 34.

89. iw., 37.

88. l.twi,., 35.

84

PLATE XVIII

Durieu,

Lewons wur apprendre a pointer les Croches.

85
Bernard.us Lorenziti is the author of Principes ou Nrn,iyelle

m6thod,e de mu:;d, gue pour apprendre tasilement ). jouer du v,iolon su,ivi,s
de douze duos progressifs, published probably in 1798.

90

After dis-

cussing rudimEl'lts, he provides scales and various exercises to exemplify
the study ot the principles.
tween exercises and &tudes;

In the method no distinction is made be-

some that are termed "e:xercice" should prop-

erly be named "8tude," and there a.re others, like the forty-two-measure
canposition on pages 28-29, that commence like an exercise but so,md more
like an &tude by the middle or the piece.

The 11 Exerc1ce avec le tremble-

ment de trois notes 11 91 is an 8tude on trills (see Ex. 6, below).

p

~"

Ex. 6.

T

T

p

Lorenziti, hude on tr111s.

90. Published in Paris by the Fr,res Gaveaux, n.d. According to La
Laurencie, L' fco1e. m, 75, this work was annoln'lced in the Joµm.al
de Pgr;is of nonidi 19 pluvi&se an VI (7 Feb. 1798), p. 578.
91. Lorenziti,

op, cit., Z?.

. 86
The

Douze duos progressifs,

with which the

Princiges

concludes, are didac-

tic and can be coordinated with material in the method itself, although
no instnctions are giTen tor so doing.

~-

92

The twelfth duo,

Gape en

1¢1-

is so composed that the scale is absorbed into the texture and is

not apparent saTe in occasional halt-measure runs.

Most or the variations

cancentrate on one rhythmic teature, one type ot note pattern, and one
particular style ot bowing;
are present.

thus it would seem that ,tude characteristics

This is not an 3tude, however, since the repetition ot a

note pattern at different pitch levels tends to become mechanical, and
makes each variation an exercise.
The year 1798 witnessed publication or two other violin methods,
the first ot which was Jean-Baptiste Cartier's

L'Art du y;l,o1on?3 Al-

though the work itselt is not dated, two excerpts from the

Rogµlations

and Pellbfratigpo of the 4dm1 n1otutiq, ot: the Cgpseryatoire botmd just
inside the trmt cover or the copy examined provide this information.
The first, dated

94

"18 nz:mintl an 6 de la B4puhligue lrangd11, uno ot

ipd.1,yi,dblo," and signed

by Duret as President

ot the Administration ot

the Conaervatoire. is formal acceptance or the dedication or the work to
the Conservataire;

the second, dated 1J

figria1 an 6.

signed by the seven

92. 1tdJl. , 42.

9J. J. B. Cartier, L'Art, du

lt1

111),f,tN

l1,,o1gn

ou diy;l,sign dos IAPlo• sh91c,i,oo dana
d
ahred

it,a11onno, ftangoiao et &llenende nrt 0

411 Pd-nCiROI pqqr got ip GtwPIDt (Paris:

Dec ombe

'r•1798'1J ) •

94 .. The llicrot1l.m c ~ at the University or Iowa is catalogued with the
dating

"C1s--:J."

The copy filmed bears on its cover a label from

87

violin professors, with Gavini\s' s name heading the list, constitutes
acceptance ot the work itselt by the Conservatoire, praises it as a collection ot rare and preciou.s canpositions, and by implicatim places it
in the instructional repertoire ot the Conservatoire.
The book is divided into three sections:

Part I, the Abridged

Principles, cmsisting ot examples and precepts from Geminiani (representing the Italians), Mozart (representing the Germans), and Tarade and
L 'AbW (representing the French);

Part II, which begins with nine scales

trcn each ot the thrH schools, and presents music tor study;95 Part III,
a collection ot one hundred and torty compositions, most of which were

in Cartier's personal library.
and composer's name;

tor published works, the edition or place and date

ot publication is otten given;
ot the copy is stated.

Each composition is headed by its title

tor manuscripts, the owner or location

That the collection has been justly titled L!.6n,

du yiglgp may be seen from this section, 96 r or here is assembled a gallery
Chez le Due; a portim ot the label has been peeled away, and the
letters "Olez DEC" which are revealed indicate that publicatim was
actually by Decombe. (It this edition was actually published by Le
Due, it would be dated 1803, as the label bears the address ot the
firm at that time; see Johansson, op, git., I, 88.) The book at
the University ot Calitomia is from the third edition, published by
Decombe in 1804. (Le Due and Decanbe may have had joint rights.)

95. Some of this music was taken fran Geminiani's Tho gt of Plgying; on
tho Y12J1n

96. The title ot the work 1s derived from a statement made in the Preface:
"c'est l'art de violon, ce que serait \. l'art de la peinture une gal•ri• tormae des plus beaux Tableaux d~s Raphaela, des Rubens • • • • "

88
including such works as Tartini' s L' Art• doll' ggo (with just the first
thirty-eight variations, however), 97 and his Devil's Trill Sonata, which
&illot had in manuscript and cmtributed; 98
Nos. 3, 7, and 12 (La Folli);

Corelli Sgnatu, Op. V,

J. S. Bach's lu&a, in C major (trom the

fifth or the Sonatu and Partitu);

plus compositions or many ot the

greatest violinists ot France, Italy, and Germany.

There are ,tudes in

this work, but they cannot be credited to Cartier, for at no time does he
present his own work but prefers to raake a statement or present an example
under the shadow ot someone else's glory;

he always gives in parentheses

the name ot the true author or composer.

Th• ,tude presented in conjunc-

tion w1 th the principles ot harmonics is a menuet borrowed fran L' Ab~

le fils (sH Plate X, p. 64, and Plat• XIX, p. 89);

its examinaticm in

this source further substantiates the belie! that L'Ab~'s Pry)gip•1 d•
11,gJ.gn, contains true ,tudes. 99

other compositions could be classified

as ,tudes, such as th• Johann stamitz

Dlurtimcto

which appears to be

97. SH Moser, op

git., 264, tor further discussion. ill titty ot the
variations ot L'Art 4• l'argh•t were present in the later editims
of L'Art du yi,p1m examined. In the third edit.ion, this work is
tound commencing an p. 194. Th• manuscript used by Cartier wu
owned by J. B. Passeri. See discussion beginning below, p. 174.

98. Cartier footnotes this work as follows:

"(+) Cette Pi'c• est Tr\s
rare; J e la doh \. BAILLOI'. Son amour Pour lea belles productions
de TARTINI, L'a decid' .\ m'en faire 1• sacrifice." Cartier, pp, gi.t.,
3d ed. , 307.
Cartier's entire treatment ot harmonics is taken from
L 'Abb4' s Pringip,a. See Plate XIX, p. 89.

99. IW,., 27.
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Cartier, Principles or harmonics borrowed from L'Abb~.

90
100

and the Thome and Yad,,atigna
101
by Moria
wherein each variation is concemed with a specific technical

a technical study (sH Plate XX, p. 91)

problem.

There is no doubt, or course, as to the itude qual~fication of

Tartini' s L' Arte• doll ' ars 0 Cale interesting inclusion in the second (and later) editions
or L'Art du yio1on is an Adl&1s2, by Tartini, presaited first u written,
i.e., MP3

sheets;

agdm,onts. on the top start on tour double-size told-out

below, on eighte111. dirterant staves, are printed eighteen dif-

ferent embellishments of it, so arranged that the measures parallel. each
other, thus permitting easy canparison. 102 This is reprinted in Donington' s recent book on interpretation. 103 While the inclusion s,f an Ad&i1g,
embellished in this fashion was unusual in a published collection, the
wr1 ting or such variously embellished versions on parallel staves was not

unusual for Tartini, as an investigation of the Italian manuscripts recently acquired. by the Music Library of the University or Calitomia
(Berkeley) will confirm. 1o4

100. Il4sl,., 318.
101. The details of Moria's lif'e could not be ascertained. He performed
with success at the Concert spirituel, and has been called Gavini\s's
most prond.sing pupil. See Pougin, op, cit., 230; La Laurencie,
L'tcole, II, esp. 282; accounts of performances at Concert spirituel
in Mercure de France af'ter 17.57.
102. Cartier, op, cit., JJ6. This was originally engraved on one plate,
but was cut into sections rather than being printed and bound as a
long gate-fold plate.
10J. Robert Dmington, Th,• Interpretatim of Egrlv Mµsi,g (London: Faber
& Faber, 1963), .534-37.
Here the music has been reduced in size to
eliminate folded pages.
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J. Stamitz, Divertimento (from Cartier).
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The second Franch instruction book tor the violin published. in
1798, and the last one ot the eighteenth century, was, according to La
Laurencie, Antoine Bailleux's

Mfthodt rrlsgnnb.

La Laurencie states

that it was published. in June, 1798. 105 However, the microfilm copy of
this work in the Music Library at the University ot Calitomia (Berkeley)
is catalogued as 1796.

106

La Laurencie comments that this method reveals

both the progress or the technique and the evolution ot the style or musical works during the cmtury. 107

The work is dedicated "aux J etmes

tl.\ves," and commences w1 th six pages ot Pringipts de musigp• wherein,
in addition to the usual rudiments, Bailleux divides music into diatonic,
chromatic, and enharmonic, explaining the latter as music proceeding by
quarter tones and being a division or tones by commas.

The M&thod,• de

commences midway through page six and is concemed with the manner

104. See Vincent Duckles and Minnie Elmer, Th1JMtig Cata],og of a Manpsgript CalltsUm of Qght,mth-century It,J 1an Inatrwu1Dtal Mµrlg
in the Oniverrlty 2t Ca11fornia Bark,J,,x, Murig Library (Berkeley:
University ot Calitomia Press, 1963), 296-35.5. The presence or
embellished. versions is indicated. in the catalog.

10,5. La Laurencie, L 1 fao11, III, 82. However, when referring to this work
in Cesari, op, cit., 180, La Laurencie gives the date as 1793. It
should be noted also that F&tis states the date as 1779, with a nw
edition 1n 1798, in Blographio uniyerselle. I, 218.

Mfthod,e raisonnlo pour apprendre \ joUer du yiolsm,
aves 1, doigU de s•t instrumont et lt:s diff&rcts agr6u,cts dgnt U

106. Antoine Bailleux,

est sµsceprbl.o,JdoMb par pringipH de mu§iqp• (Paris:

l'Auteur,

1796

).

107. La Laurencie, L 1 tco1e, ibid.

Chez
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of holding the violin and bow, the tuning of the violin, scale studies
(none ot which are "enharmonic" despite the consideration given this
subject earlier in the bode), and a very well-developed section on K::(m.mi.l,.

This is followed qv- tour pages ot pieces, ten pages of

(several of which are ,tudes), and twelTe easy duets.

Most ot the •tudes

are in binary tom, both open and closed, varying in length tr0111 thirty
to seventy-one measures;

most ot them have definitely-stated instructive

purposes, of which the toll.owing is typical:
Quand une mesure est compos,e de quatre notes dont la premi\re
et la troisi\me sont poinUes, on les exprimes detachtes chacune de son coup d'archet particulier, de fa;on que la double
croche doit 3tre pass'8 tr\s vivement et un peu plus tard qu'\
l'ordinaire.10ts
hudes from this method are given in Plates XII and XIII, pp. 94 and 9.5. 109
At SOile time during the late eighteenth century Michel Woldemar,
pupil of Antonio Lolli (see Chapter VI, p. 194), published his

m4thq;l1 gµ Etµdg @lmcmte1r, pgµr le yio1on. 110 The author first divides
music into tour categories:

''la th,orie, la pratique, la Vocale, et

l'Instl"Wllentale," classifying as instl"Ulllental music "celle qui vivitie

108. Baill.eux, op, cit., Zl.

109. ll21.si-, 21, JO.

110. Michel Woldamar, Gz:mi@ dthgdg gµ Etude e1,om,nWr@ pour le yi.o1gn

cq,,tan,ant JD1 gi,md pgp,bJ:o de iMPPH toutos l@s poritions du Y1olon,
ot lour doj.gter; t9P1 lee coups d' arohet ancims et nouveaux
L' EsbeU@ enhf.rm,qnique mgdorn, fugues, 4H u;emples d 'anr\s les plus
maitres. &cc. Sacre ,tion a,ugmente de 15 le~ons ta,cilles (Paris:
Chez Hanry, n.d.

17-- ).
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PLATE Xll

Bailleux,

in G major.
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des corps inanimes, et les identifie avec l'hamne. 11111

The elements of

music and the rudiments of violin playing are presented briefiy.

Thirty-

nine pages are concemed w1 th scales or all imaginable types, including
scales with special affects (such as scales expressing anger), enharmonic
112
or quarter-tone scales,
scales which serve as accompaniment to song,
"des gammas dittes du diabl.e, 11 113 and scales in which successive notes
lie two octaves apart.

(Examples or these scales are given in Plates

XXIII-XXV, pp. 97-99.)

The last fifty pages of the method present exer-

cises, five fugues, a Polmaise, a Romance, and six 3tudes.
ter, one is cmcemed with harmcmics;

another, titled "Le Nouveau Laby-

rinthe Harmonique," is a caprice in arpeggios;
en archet vari'";
11

a third is named "Caprice

the fourth, called ''Monocorde, 11 has the subtitle,

ftude de la 48 corde";

strings);

Ot the lat-

the fifth is a

caprice en cord.es sauUee (skipping

and the sixth is a theme with sixteen variations.

Apparently

the variations were intended to familiarize the student with various bowings associated with a particular concert artist, for groups of measures
are not only marked with specific b<Mings, but bear the name of a violinist, such as Viotti, Rode, Mestrino, and others.

(See Plate XXVI,

p. 100. ) 114

Pincherle writes or a Mfthode de yiolgn by J. B. Viotti, which
111. I,W., "Avertissement," tmnumbered.

112. l,W., 44.

113. ;w.a.., 32, 34.

114. IW.,

6;.
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PLATE XXIV

.:.

Woldemar, ''Des gammes dittes du diable."
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Woldemar, Excerpt from dtude in variations.
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survives as sketches published in facsimile in the Mfthgde th4od,g)l8 at
pratigue de yio1gn by Habeneck. 115 Pincherle quotes the Viotti method
in

Feu1JJ ets d'hi§tohe du yio1m. and expresses the opinion that the

senile script places the writing in the last years of Viotti' s lif'e.
Although this dating would place the method beyond the scope ot the
present investigation, mention is made ot the work because ot Pincherle' s
remark:

"ll ne semble pas qu'on s'en soit avis, souvent," with reterenoe

to the Rabeneck work of which the Viotti

lffthgde

is a part.

116

As pre-

sented by Pincherle, the method is without music.
Some of the works ot the Bohemian v,olav Piehl were published
in Paris;

223.

these are discussed below in Chapter VII, beginning at page

Carlo Tessarini's

Grammatica di mµsiaa,

which had a French trans-

lation, is considered in Oiapter VI, pp. 182ft.

The Capd,,c,a ot l"io-

rillo, published in Paris, have toW1d a place in the standard 8tude
repertoire, and are considered in Chapter VIII, p. 233.

115. Marc Pincherle, Fou1JJ,ts d'histoiro du v;iglm (Paris:

Legouix,
1927) , 173. Rabeneck' s method was published in Paris, by Canaux,
n.d. C"' 1840].

116. Pincherle, llisi.
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Chapter IV
VIOLIN METHODS AND INSTRUCTICNAL MATERIALS IN GERMANY

According to Alfred Einstein, the NUremburg lutenist Hans
Gerla was the author of a VioUnschµle published in 1532. 1 This publication was titled Musica Teutschft auf die Instrumont der grossen unnd
kleinen Geygenft auch LA.utten. 2 and was not concerned with instruction
for the violin.
The violin was described by Michael Praetorius in De Organo-

gra,phb (1619), the second volume of his Svntagma mµsicum:3 a woodcut
1. Alfred Einstein, Preface to Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the Fun,damenta,1 Principles or Violin Pla,ying, trans. Editha Knocker, 2d ed.
(London: Orl'ord University Press, 1951), xxvi.

2. The complete title was Mµsica, Teutsch ft aut die Instrument der; grossen
unnd kleinm Geygen ft auch La,utten ft walcher mas sen die nrl,t grundt µnnd
art jrer Cgnposicion auss dem gesang in die tabulatur zu ordnen µnnd
setzen istft sgmt yerborgenes applicacion unnd kµnstft darynen ein
lieb- unn anfenger berttrter Instrument es dar zu lust unnd neygung
tregt, an trln sonderliche Meyster mensttrlicb durch teglighe µbung
leichtlich begreiffen mmd lemen P14i, yorm,a.1,s in- Truck nye unnd ytzo
(NUrnberg: Formschneyder, 1532). A revised edition appeared in 1537,
with songs added; another edition appeared in 1_546. See Wolfgang
Boetticher, "Gerla, Hans," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, IV,
1801-07; Andreas Moser, Geschichte des Yiolinspiels (Berlin: Hesse,
1923), 2Jff.; Johannes Wolf, Handbugh der Notationslrunde, 2 vols.
(1913-19) (Hildesheim: Olm, 1963), II, 221.
J. Michael Praetorius, De Orga.nographiaft Syntagmatis musici tomus segun(Wolrenbttttel: Holwein, 1619), tacsim. ed., ed. Wilibald Gurlitt
(Kassel: l:Krenreiter, 1929), 48.
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of the violin appears in his

1620. 4

Theatrum instrumentorum seu, sciagr&Pb1& or

One of the first virtuoso violinists active 1n Germany was the
Italian Carlo Farina, who 1m1tated barking dogs, oaokling hens, Spanish
guitars, and other things in his bid for fame, and notated some of his
tricks in his

Caprigcio straxagante (1627). 5 Andreas Moser considers

this work the earliest German instructive work for the violin. 6 He based
this premise en the fact that Farina included with the music written instructions explaining exactly how the performer could achieve the special effects.
tion in his

Moser quotes from these directions and from the oanposi-

Gesc;hichte des Violin spiels. 7

A portion of Farina's caprice

is given above on page 23.
A few years earlier, Daniel Hizler made brief mention o f ~
in the Appendix to his

Extraat am der nauen Musi,ca oder Singkunst. 8

His writing ccntained no rmisic for the instrument, however.

4. Michael Praetorius, Thea,trum instrumentorum (WolfenbUttel, 1620), facsim. ed. , in ibisl. , XXI.

5. F.dmlllld Van der Straeten, "Farina, Carlo," Grove's Dictionary. III, 23,
states that the Ca.priccio stra,vat'l'ante is from Jmd,er Teil newer Ga,gliar.wm,, but gives no publisher. Moser, op, cit., 95, says that the
caprice was subtitled ''ein kurtzweiliges Oµodlibet von allerhand
seltzamen Inyentiw en. dergleichen im Druck nie gesehen word.en."

6. Moser, op, cit., describes the work as "den ersten, wenn auch noch
recht kind.lichen Versuch."

7. lli,.d_. , 96-97.
8. Daniel Hizler, Extra.at auss der Neuen Musica oder Singkunst (N~berg:
Abraham Wagenmann, 1623). Othmar Wessely, "Hitzler, Daniel, 11 ll1JLl1µ,sik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, VI, 493-95, lists also Neue Musica,
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"Violino, discant Geige" was also listed by Johann Andreas

Mµsica pr4ctic1 siye instruc-

Herbst 1n the first edition (1642) of his

tio pro symphqrl,acis. 9

The s~cond edition (1658) was titled

dern& prattica oyero MAniera, del bµon cmto.

10

Mµsic1, mo-

His examples ot ~ -

for such instruments "als Violinen und Cometten 1111 are by Francesco Rognoni (see below, page

169)

and consist of a six-note scale

passage with eleven variations in unmeasured music.
merely examples of diminuticm pattems.

These appear to be

The material is virtually the

same in both editions.
Two publications in 1688 are worthy of note.
his death, Georg Falck (a, 16.30-1689) published

Idu, bmi cantorir;, das

"-· 1615, and Nm,e Mµsica oder Singlqmst (Tttbingen:
neither of these works were available.

9.

Shortly before

Werlin, 1628);

Mµs;ica practice, s;ixo instructio pro symphqdacis das ist; Ei,n lqll'tzo A,nleitung wie die Knaben und Andere so
sgnderbaro Lust und I,4,ebe zum, Singan tragen 1utt 1ek1n It,tlien,ische
IPIP1oi: mit geringer mph une kµrtzer z,1t doch grllndJ1cb kgnan inrormret und unterrichtet werd,en, (Nttrnberg: Jeremiae DUmlers, 1642).
Johann Andreas Herbst,

Mµs:ica mgdem,a prattica oyero Maniera de1 bµon
canto, 4M ist; Eino kurze Anlf1tung wie Kna,bep und mdere so sonderwo Lust und I,4,obft zm Singon tragm autt 1etzige Itel 1en,ische M,mior
mit geringor mUbo recht erflndl12b kqmen underricht werd,en (Nttrnberg:

10. Johann Andreas Herbst,

Georg Mm.ler, 16,58).

Wilhelm Stander, "Herbst, Johann .Andreas,"

Mmpk in Qosch:ichto µnd Goganw,rt,. VI, 199, mentions a 165.3 edition
of this work also.

11. Herbst, op

cit, 1642 ed., 15; 16,58

ed., 20.
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ist; Getrou

tmd,

grnnd]isbe Anl,eitung 12

Y1PlJ.n, is included.

in

in which volume an

13 The material. in this section is similar to that

No1ens yolm,s (1695;

see below, Chapter V, page 148), except that

Falck mentions both third and sixth positions.
and

Weitung zum

Perhaps both

The Solt-Instmcter (see Chapter V, page 149) are indebted to

Falck for their material..

Musical examples are given but there are no

exercises or ft.udes.

In the same year, J. J. Walther published Hortµ1us cheligµs. 14
which RUey-15 credits with being the first known violin method written
for advanced students, the first to dispense with the usual discussion
of f'tmdamentals before introducing musical "exercises," and the first
written by a violin virtuoso.

Cn this last point, he is in disagreement

with Moser (see Farina, above, page 103).

Hortµlµs ghillcus

consists

of a one-page preface in Latin, and one hundred and twenty-eight pages
of music incorporating all types and levels of rhythmic and technical

Idea boni gantoris. da,s ist; Getreu µnd grundliche
Anleitung wie ein Music-scholar so wol im Singen els auch au;f andern
Instrum,entis in Irurtzer Zeit so wait gebraght warden kan da,ss er ein
stttck mit-nsingen oder spielan sich wi,rd, unterfangen sfflrffen ; Aus
verschied,eren berUhmtm colligirt und der music-Liehen4eo Jµgend zu
soyerba,hrer Lust- Erweck- µpd nutzlichen &graiffµn.g (nm.berg:

12. Georg Falck,

Wolffgang Moritz Endter, 1688).

13. ll21si.., 186-93.

uni yiolino, dµibus, tribus
et guatuor subinde chord.is s:imµl son.,ntibus ha;rmgnico mod,µ1ant1,
studiosa va,rietate con situs (Mainz : Ludwig Bourgeat. 1688).

14. Johann Jakob Walther, Hortµlus chelicus,

15. Maurice Winton Riley, The Teaching of Bow:ed Instnnnents from 1511
to 1756 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 19.54), 244.
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difficulties.

Eighteen of the twenty-eight compositions are suites;
Number XVII, "Gara di duo violini in

three are airs with variations.

uno," appears to be a trio sonata, with the violin part written on two
staves but playable on one violin, and antedates the
by Nardini (see below, page

208).

Sonata enigmatigue

A portion of Walther's "Gara" is given

in Plate XXVII, page 107. 16 Many sections or the pieces in

Hortµlus che-

could be regarded as &tudes, rut no one canposition seems to be devoted to one ar even two technical or rhythmic problems;

therefore, the

~tude character must be regarded as secondary to the overall musical
quality of the canpositiais.

Yet, the preface reveals an instructional

(or quasi-instructional) purpose, for Walther wrote that the musical amateurs desiring to become artists could find the way to perfection through
the curious pieces in his well-planted violinistic garden. 17 It is possible that these are ,tudes for style.
herent in the music itself;

'!he instruction material is in-

Walther provides no verbal assistance.

Ri-

ley cormnents, "Since the instruction material is contained in the music
itself, this work foreshadows the widespread modem practice of teaching from music literature. 1118

Hortµlus chc,Jigµs
in

ract,

are to be cmsidered ,tudes, the

the presence of

gapr;icci

16. Walther, gp git., 71.
18. Riley,

If any of the compositions contained in

op cit_, 254.

capri,ggi.

should be;

is significant for this study.

17. l.W,., 2.

The

PLATE XXVII

Walther, Excerpt from "Gara di duo violini in uno."
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Capricci di 50, mubtioni soprs. w sq~getto 19 may
after Farina's

Ca,priccio stra.ya~ante

instructive purpose;

be the first instance

of a capriccio being used for an

thus, it may be a link in a chain to ti-ue ,tudes,

most of which appear to have been published with such titles as "Caprices
or Etudes."

A porticn of these Ca,pricci will be found in Plate XXVIII,

page 109. 20
Daniel Merck's

Compendium musica,e

instrumenta.1,is

is mainly text with short musical examples. 21

chelica,e

(1695)

The book appears to have

been written for either beginning students or for self-instruction.

Al-

though Riley considers this the most complete set of instructions for the
beginner found in any German treatise published up to the time that Georg
Wagenseil brought out his

Rpdjmenta pmduristao (17.54), 22

tional material is quite rudimentary.

Nolens volens,

the instruc-

Coverage is similar to that of

but includes instruction for viola, viola da gamba, and

bass, as well as violin, and treats violin positions through the fourth.
Ex:amples for bowing are marked with
("Auf'zug" = up bow).

''N" ( ''Niderzug" =

down bow) and "A"

No ~tude or exercise music is included.

19. Walther, op, cit., 116rr.

20. lJ21sl., 118.

Compendium musica,e instrumental,is chol,icae, d,as ist:
Kurtzer Begrirr welcher gestal,tm die InstrmnenW::,nusi,k aµf der
Violin. Pra,tschen, Viola 4A G@ba, und Pass. gr1Jnd,lich und loiQbt
erlernen seye Der Jugend und IP4ern Liebha,bern zu gotallon aurgosetzt und aµf 1xwehren gµter Frounde zu oftentllchom, Druck befflm,ort,

21. Daniel Merck,

(Augsburg:

Johann Christoph Wagner,

1695).

22. Riley, op, cit., 262. Bud1rnenta pmduristao was published anonymously, and it has been cmjectured that Wagenseil was the author. See
below, page 116.

PLATE XXVIII

W
alther, Excerpt from Capricci di 50, mutationi sopra un soggetto.
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Daniel Speer's

Grund-richtiger lrurtz leicht und noth;igor Unter-

w.ht. appeared in two editions, in 1687 and 1697. 23 The latter version
contains the fullest treatment or the violin.
is elementary.

The instructional material

Two trios for violins are included, which Riley states

are probably the first to be written for three violins without continuo;
he believes that their apparent purpose was to illustrate the range and
difficulty of violin music. 24
trios as being:

Speer states his purpose for including the

"Hierbey seynd ein paar Exempel mit

J. ~ .

zu ersehen wie hoch und tieff auch auf was Manier eine

worauss

zu tractiren.

Konnen ohne F\mdament ludirt werden well ein Basset in solchem Satz sich
befi.ndet. 112 5 The fact that each of these trios is entitled "Capricio"
adds another link to the chain of instructive capricci leading to ,tudes.
The trios are written on three staves, with the parts aligned but not
bracketed together.

The upper range is carried to d"' ;

the music appears

to be homophonic with interchange of parts, two violins usually in duet

23.

kurtz leicht µpd n8thiger Unterricht
4er musigal,isghc,n Kunst w;ie man f1!g) igh und 1D lrurtzer Zeit Qh 0ra1
und Figural, singen den GononJ.-Bass tr~gtiron und Csnpgniron lernm
(Ulm: Georg Wilhelm Kfflmen, 1687 ; Grund-richtigor lrurtz
loic;ht und n§th:igor 1otzt wolye;cmohr:ter Untorr;i,cht 4or musi,cillschon
Kwst oder yiorfaches musica,lischs,s neebl,att wgrinnan zu orsohon
wio man fflglich wd in lrurtzer Zeit I. Choral- und FJ.ewtl-Singon,
II, Das Gonera,1-Bgss tractiron III AUorband Instrwncnta gro1tton
und bl,asen lornan kan IY, Yosilltor und Instrumon,t,Uter canponiren
son lornen (Ulm: KUbnen, 1697).

Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger

24. Riley, op,

s;it., 262.

25.

Speer, op,

git. (1697), 191.

111

against the third.

A portion of me of these caprices is given in Ex. 7,

page 112.

The Preface to Georg Muffat's FJ.,orilegium Secundum

instrum,ante

:rnr

Streich-

(1698) 27 is given in Latin, German, Italian, and French, and

contains with:in it the rudiments of a violin method designed to ensure
performance, in the Lullian manner, of the suites comprising the ma:m
body of the valwne.

"Les principaux secrets" which Muffat proposes "pour

vous decouvrir icy en peu de mots" consist of (1) exact intonation, sharping high enough and fiattillg low enough;
use of proper technique;

(2) confonnity of bowing, and

(3) steady tempo and proper beat;

(4) particu-

lar attention to repetitims, interpretation, and dance style;

(5) tuning

before the audience arrives, and once t,med, remaining quiet 1.mtil the
performance begins;

and (6) proper realization of ornaments.

The Pre-

face concludes with five pages of examples taken from the context of the

ensuing suites, and while it is conceivable that they were placed in this
position for isolated practice before attempted rendition of the compositions, they must be considered here as mere examples, and the Preface
regarded as a "method" sans exercices.
In 1732, Joseph Friederich Bernhard Casper Majer published a

work bearing the lengthy title:
Museum musicum theoretico practicum, das 1st Neu-er~f.fneter
theoretisch und practischer :Husic-Saal, darinnen gelehret wird

26. Il?id., 194-9.5.
27. Georg Muffat, FJ,,orilegium secundum :rnr Strei chin strumente_ ( 169 5) ,
ed. Heinrich Rietsch, Vol. 4 in Penkmller der Tonkunst in ~sterreich.
ed. Guido Adler (Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 19.59).
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Ex. 7.

Speer, Transcription of excerpt from "Capricio"
for three violins.
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wie man sowohl die Vocal- al.s instrumental-Music grUndlich
erlernen auch die heut zu Tag Uhlich- und g~hnlichste
blasend schlagend und streichende Instrumenten in kurzer
Zeit und compendieuser Applicatim in besondern Tabellen
mit leichter MUhe begreiffen kt5nne. Rebst einem Appendice
derer anjetze gebrluchlichst- Griechisch- LateinischItalilnisch- und Franz~sisch- musical.ischen Kunst-Wrter
nach alphabethischer Ordnung eingerichtet und erkllret.
Zum nutzlichen Gebrauch aller und jeder Music-Liebhaber
zusannnen getragen und mitgetheilet.28
A

second editim of this work was published in 1741. 29

The

treatise ap-

pears to have been pirated frooi Falck (see above, page 104).JO with the
exception that Majer does not mention sixth position.

Majer discusses

the use of the violin in choral. music3 1 and devotes three pages to the
instrument in the section on bowed string instrwnents.3 2 Here he includes a sketch of the violin, and music for two scales progressing
between g and a".

(One scale ascends, the other descends.)

Mµsicus ¢Cy'(Ochft,K'CQG (Autodidaktos), written

by Johann

28. The publisher was Georg Michael Majer; place of publ.icatim is not
stated. Facsimile ed., ed. Heinz Becker (Kassel & Easel: atrenrei ter, 19.54) •

c. Majer, Neu-ar3'ffneter theoretisgh- w,,d praclctisgher
Music-Sul, d,as ist; Kurzo dogh vollstXndige Ms,thgd,1, so w0bl d,io
Vocal- als Instrumental-Music gz::Um:U 1ch zu orl•rnon a,uch di• hwt

29. J. F. B.

zu Tag Uhlich- und gffiMhnlichste bl,asond- schlagond- und s:tn'=9bM4o
Instrumenten in wem,ger Zeit und compendioser Applic1,tign. durch d,io
deutlichste ExenmJ-a. in besondern Tabellcm, mit leichter ffUho zu bt-

greiffen (NUrnberg: Johann Jacob Cremer, 1741).

30. See David D. Boyden, , 11Geminiani and the First Violin Tutor," AQ:ta.
Musicologica XXYJ../3-4 (July-Dec. 1959), 167-68; Riley, op, git.,
266.
·
.
31. Majer, 1732 ed., 27;

1741 ed., 39.

32. lJ;;w;l., 17.32 ed., 75-77.
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Philipp Eisel and published in 1738, 33 was a general treatise

to be used

for self'-instructim in singing and in playing various instruments.
pages or it are devoted to the violin.

Six

The title page of the writing

says:

'-rtefl,•""'"'•4,

Musicus
oder der sich selbst informirende
Musicus, bestehend sowohl in Vocal- als Ublicher Instrumental-Musique, welcher Uber 24. Sorten sowohl mit Saiten
bezogener als blasender und schlagender Instrumente beschreibet, Die ein jeder, noch Beschaffenheit seines
Naturells, sonder grosse HUhe, in kurzer Zeit, nach denen
Principiis .t'undamentalibus erlemen kan • .Allen Liebhabem
dieser edl.en Kunst zum besten ans licht gestellet, und mit
vielen darzu dienlichen Figuren und Handgriffen erllutert
von einem der in praxi. erfahren.
Section II of this work poses and answers twelve questions regarding
fundamentals of violin playing, e.g., holding the instrmnent, al.efs used,
strings, fingering, etc., but the only music is that for two scales
ascending to e"' •
Inserted in J. J, Quantz' s

trayersi)ro zu spiolonJ4 (1752)

Yersuch einor Anwe1mmg die

mtt

is a violin method -- one which must be

classified as containing virtually no practice music.

(For consideration

of the French translation of this work, see above, Chapter III, p. 61.)

33. Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus Antodida,ktos (Erf'urt: Johann Michael
Funck, 1738).

34.

Johann Joachim Quantz, Yersuch oinor Am,reisung die FJ,3'to trayer§i)ro
zu spiolop, trans. and camnentary Fdward Randolph Reilly (Ph.D. dis-

sertation, University of Michigan, 19.58), I, 291-369. .Also, J. J.
Quantz, Yorsuch oiner Anweisung die O-uto tr1xorsi)tre zu spielan,
.3d ed. (lreslau, 1789), facsirn. ed., ed. Hans-Peter Schmitz (Kassel

&

Basel:

EKrenreiter, 1953), 187-206.
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Chapter XVII is entitled "Of the Duties of Those who Accanpany or E,cecute
the Accompanying or Ripieno Parts Associated with a

Concertante Part,"

and Section II of the chapter treats "Of the Ripitmo and Violinists in
Particular."

That Quantz was fully cognizant of violin technique is ap-

parent from a perusal of this section, for, aft.er brief consideration of
what constitutes a properly equipped instrument, the statements are made
that the matter of bow-stroke is of chief importance;

that "through it

the sound is drawn from the instrtnnent well or poorly, the notes receive
their life ••• ";

that "the bow-stroke provides the means for achieving

musical articulation, and for varying a single idea in diverse ways ••

."·,

and that "no matter how accurately and truly you stop the strings, how
well the instrum<mt sounds, or how good the strings are, it naturall.y
follows that, with regard to execution, the bow-stroke is of central importance. 113 5 The next sixteen pages (the major portion of the "method")
are devoted to explanation of various types of bowings, with illustrative
musical examples.

The remainder of the section is concerned with orna-

ments and their relation to the apportionment of bow-stroke, as well as
their proper realization, an explanation of Italian tempo terminology,
arpeggiation of three- and four41ote chords, proper treatment of a figure
with anacrusis, the use of sordini and pizzicato. fingering, a n d ~
( shiftmg).

In cormoction with the latter, Quantz presents an

35. Quantz, Reilly trans., I, 292-93;

facsim. ed., 187-88.
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example which he requests the reader to try;

music given is for illustrative purposes.

other than this, the only

In paragraph 11, however, he

instructs the violinist to "practice a Gigue or a Canarie in six-eight
time" with varied bowings, i.e., changing the altemation of up and down
with each rendition, thereby obtaining such bowing proficiency that an
unusual passage will not find him hampered by rules.
A writing entitled Rµdiunta, pmdµristae3 6 appeared anonymously
(froM "ein•M auf'richtigen Music-Freund") 1n 17.54, but is generally believed to have been written by Georg Wagenseil.

Th• forty-nine pages

of this treatise contain material ranging from rw:ilinents to le:f't-hand
technique in the seventh position.

RiJ.ey clainls that this is the most

comprehensive German violin tutor prior to Leopold
comprehensive;

Mozart•s,37 and it is

yet examination reveals that it contains no instructive

material on advanced bowing teclmique or on omaments, although some
omaments appear in th• music.

Those bits of music oall.ed "exempel"

are musical and very like •tudes.

The three examples givan in the sec-

tion dealing with "false f1:f'ths 1138 ar• not very musical but are illus-

J6. /:.Georg Wagenseil?J, Bud1rnmta pandµrist11, oder; Sieg-Fupd.am,,ota,.
worinntn d,i• ldtrz13t, Unte;nmisung fUr tiPm Scho1aron wsbor in
d1r untonr,isen zu werd,m ytrJAng•t sqwohl, zum Bfthut 4os DJ.scipµls
Iles augh zur Erloishtonm,g 4•r ffl!ht und Arh,it oinos Lfhrn,eist,rs

aut 4io grUZldJ 1ghat -- und loiQhtosto Art m;it hmg031tzton Exemp1m
Wiltblll w;lrd (Augsburg: Johann Lotter, 17.54).

37. Riley, op, git., 272.

38. Bnd1rn-nta. op, cit., 12-13.
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trati ve of the principle that di!f'erent finger pattems are needed to
cope with playing such things as a b"1'latural (first finger cn the A
string) in juxtapositicn to £-natural (first finger on the E string).
An &tude f'rom

Bud1rnmta pandµd-,stae is given in Plate mx, page 118. 39

Two years later there was published in Augsburg the celebrated

Yersuch einer iJ11n,dHghen YioJ1psghµ1e, by Leopold Mozart, a work which
was to have several editiCl'ls and many translations. 40 This Treatise gn
the JnrndarnmtaJ,, Pring1p105 of Y1oJ 1n PJ.a,yi,nr41 embodies descriptions or
studies of' (1) stringed instruments, with particular reference to the
violin;

(2) nusical notation, including "time-measure"

notes and rests;

and duration of

(J) many aspects of bowing, and, as a result of sk111-

ful. bowing, good tone production;

tions and shifting;

(4) the triplet figure;

(5) the posi-

(6) Embellishments, both symbolized and improvised;

and (7) in the final chapter, "Reading music correctly, and in particular,
of Good Execution." 42 An ample supply of' musical examples serves to

39. l.W.., 40.
40. Leopold M<>'Lart, Y@rsugh einer grflpdljghen, YiQJ1psghµ1e (Augsburg:
Lotter, 1756), facsim. ed., ed. Bernhard Paumgartner (Vienna: Carl
Stephenson, 1922). Also, GJ1bld1ighe YioJ1nssbYle, mit vi.er KupferWaln µpd e1per Tgbe]le (Augsburg: Johann Jakob Lotter & Sohn,
1787), facsim. ed., ed. Hans Joachim Moser (Leipzig: Breitkopf' &
Hlrtel., 1956). See above, page 70, f'or Roeser's translation into
French.
41. Leopold MO'Lart, A Treatise m the Fµpdf1Dootal Pringip1es of YtoJ 1n
Plgying: (1756), trans. Fditha Knocker, with Introduction by Al.f'red
Einstein, 2d ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1951).
42. lW,., 215.
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PLATE XXIX
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Bud1rnenta, pa,uiur1stae, Excerpt from h.ude in second position.
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clarify the principles, and occasionally Mozart presents "an example to
be practised conscientiously according to the given rules. 1143 This
practice material oan be relegated to the category of finger exercises,
as can be seen from the !al.lowing example: 44

~. 8.

Mozart, Exercise for study of shif'ting.

In Chapter IV, "Of the Order of the Up and Down strokes," there are
several small compositions which may be classed as ,tudes.

The instruc-

tive purpose of these is proper use of up and down strokes;

the various

43. IW.., 139.

44. Ilwi-, 140.
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figures are marked with the paragraph number of the principle applicable.
Not all or the little pieces included in the chapter may be so classified,
however, for in some or them the nru.sical value has been spo~ed by a
wrong turn or an incompleted phrase, which one suspects is intentional
in the light of Mozart's remarks:

"Here are the pieces for practice.

The

more distasteful they are the more am I pleased, for that is what I intended to make them. 1145 The examples which qualify as 8tudes may be found
in paragraph .38, 46 and the first four in paragraph 39; 47 the compositions
in paragraph

are in binary form.
VI is also an 8tude. 48
'.!}

The first piece of music in Chapter

Both David Boydm49 and Erwin Jacob150 have pointed out that
Leopold Mozart copied parts or his treatise fran Tartini's famous Ir.a;,1:t4.

des agdmmts

The extent of this was not apparent Wltil the discovery

or the two Italian manuscripts of Tartini's treatise brought to light
material not included in Pietro Dmis's publicatim of the Tartini work.
A comparison of parts of Mozart's

Versµch with the facsimile of the Nico-

lai manuscript of Regole per hen sugnq il Y10J1no reveals that this is
indeed the case.

(Com.pare, for example, the chapte~ on the trill or some

4 5. llad. , 88.

46. IW.. , J8.

47. IW,., 89-92.

48. llwl.., 104.

49.

David D. B:>yden, "The Missing Italian Manuscript of Tartini's Ir.a;,1:t4.
Mµs;tga,l Auart,erly nVI/J (July 1960), 321.

des agrGPJms-" The

50. Erwin R. Jacobi, "G. F. Nicolai's Manuscript of Tartini' s Regole ~er
hen sugnar 11 YiQUno," The Mmrl,gal OUAJ:terly ll.VII/2 (April 1961 ,
219.
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of the musical examples which have been transposed. )

other portions of

the Mozart work find their source in Tartini wr1 tings :

the material and

musical examples explaining the use of difference tones for checking the
intonation of double stops are based on the teaching of the "great Italian master 11 51 (whose name Mozart does not mention).
Johann Stamitz (1717-175'7) wrote Peux

diyertissem,epts en duo

pour un yio1gn seµ1 sans bA.sse which were published posthumously, in
1762, by Huberty • .5 2

These have been edited by Emanuel Zetl.in and pub-

lished in a mcx:lern editicn entitled Two

Divertim,enti in Two Parts for

One Unaccgmpa,nied Vio1ip.53 In the preface to the modem ed:tt,im, Josef
Marx cites publication by Christoph Toricella in Vienna aromd 1787,54

51. Mozart, Moser facsim. ed. , 221. Mozart's words were: "Und ein
grosser italianischer Meister lehret seine Sch\Uer so." Though these
words were used in connection with the trill, they are applicable to
other portions of the treatise. Tartini claimed he discovered iJ.
terzo suopo, the difference tone, in 1714, but his findings were not
published until 1754, in Tra,ttato d,i musica secondo la, yera, scienza,
dell' a,rmopia - For further discussion, see Antonio Capri, G;lµseppe
Tartini (Milan: Garzanti, 1945) •
.52. Cari Johansson,

French Music Publishers' Ca,ta.l,ogues of the Second

Ha,lf of the Eifteepth Century, 2 vols. (Stockholm:

Wiksells, 1955, II, Faes. 25.

Almquist &

53.

Johann Stsmitz, Two Divertirnenti in Two Pa,rts for One Una,ccompa,nied,
Yiw.in., ed. Emanuel Zetlin, with Preface by Josef Marx (New York:
McGinnis & Marx, 1949 .

.54.

Marx states erroneously that original publication was by Toricella.
The date was based on the fact that Toricella's earliest publication
of music was in 1782, and the Divertimenti bore his publication No. 38.
Alard included the Diyertimenti in his series Les Mdtres ~a,ssigues
du Vio1on, as Nos. 5 and 35 (Leipzig: B. Schott's st5hnen1863-84.1,
according to William s. Newman, Tho Sona.ta, in the Classic Era, ( Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963), 330.
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and reproduces the title page from an edition by Schott' s, in Mainz,
without date.

A movemmt from each of the

J. B. Cartier in his L' Art

Diyertimenti was included

by

du v;iolg,. ( see above, pages 88-89); a portion

illegro moderato, as it appeared in the Cartier anthology, may
seen in Plate XX, page 91. 55 The two divertimenti are sonata-like in

of the

form, each being composed of four movements:

be

Andante-Allegro-Menuetto-

Fuga Solo, and Allegro moderato-Andante-Allegro-Menuetto.

Most of the

movements have dtude characteristics, and are seemingly concerned with
one or two specific technical problems, but clothe these with music of
worth.

It is noteworthy that the fussy dynamic marld.ngs usually asso-

ciated with Stamitz and the Mannheim School are lacld.ng in the two facsimile pages reproduced in the modem edition;
sixteenth notes of the

such figures as the triplet

style ealant are much in evidence, how-ever.

This

is not easy music, and was probably performed as well as taught by its
composer.

It is difficult to lmow whether to class these

Diyertimenti

as dtud.es in sonata form or as sonatas colored by ~tude characteristics.

Dr. Vincent Duckl.es believes, as does the writer, that the sonata took
on dtude characteristics (just as the variation form provided fertile
ground for the working ou:t of technical problems), but in the absence of
specific designation by the composers as to their original intention for
particular coraposi tions, me can only speculate as to which element took
precedence.

In the case of these Diye;rtimenti. the writer prefers to

55. J. B. Cartier, L'Art du yiolon (Paris: Decanbe, 1798), includes the
Fugue from the first Divertimento and the first movement of the
second DiyertjmAnto.
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take a borderline stand;

it seems possible that the movements most like

~tudes in character were originally written as technical studies, and
then later the menuett.o arxl fuga movements were added to "round out" a
sonata form, for perfonnance.56

Getreuer Unterr;tcht zum singen mit Manieren. und

KUrzinger's

die Violin zu spielen ( 1763) 57

was written in dialogue.

is the second section of the treatise, and is titled

die Violin zu spielen.

The violin method

Getreuer Unterri,cht

Beginning with the question, ''Was ist ein Violin?",

the instrument is described, notation for it is discussed, and each note
on each string is presented and described individually.
shifting are considered.

Then bowing and

At this point, smal1 pieces are presented for

application of the principles.

There are sane twelve of these compositions

in the violin section of the treatise.

Many of them might be called

miniature ,tudes, as they have a didactic purpose and are concerned with
a specific problem;

they are not very musical, however.

It should be

noted that K\lrzinger never instructs the reader to practice these pieces,
nor are bowings indicated other than by verbal instructicn;

fingerings

appear only in connection with die Applikatur (shifting, or the positions),
which is treated through our fourth (but for him,

der dritte)

position.

56. In

an age when musical compositions were written in sets of six or
twelve, it seems unusual for Stamitz to have written only two of these

Diyertimenti.
57.

Ignatz Franz Xaver Kttrzinger, Getreuer Unterricht zum singen mit
Manieren. W)d die Violin zu spielen (Augsburg: Johann Jacob Lotter,
1763).
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ttshlein' s Amt@igµpg zum VipJ1ncmiolm,, published in 1774, 58
describes the instrument and bow, how to hold and manipulate them, how
to stand while playing (even to correct placement of one's r:eet), and
the notation for the instrwnent.

Scales are explained and illustrated.

Short musical examples are given for illustration of the text, especially in the sections concerning bowing and the graces.
L~hlein's use of scansion (see Plate XXX, page 125).

Of interest is
59

The composer

felt that the musical accE11ts should fit the poetry and that proper bowing was important in conveying the musical accent.
his bowing marldngs, he wrote:

In explanation of

"Gehet das spi tzige Ende auf\4rts (It),

so wird der Auf'strich darunter verstanden;

stehet es aber unterw'lrts

(~ ), so bedeutet es den Niederstrich. 11 60 Therefore,

<\ =

b = up

bow, and

down bow.

The twenty-four duets 61 which comprise approximately half the
volume are called "Beyspialen," but all are in binary form, all are of
musical worth, and each is supplied with a paragraph or note explaining
its problems and technical peculiarities.

Though these are more like

pieces than ~tu.des in character -- the musical worth being more apparent
than the technical problems -- it cannot be denied that they have defi-

58. George Simon Ll5hlein, APweisung zum figlinspielen mit pragktisghep

Bev:zpie1en und zur Ueruog mit vier und zwe,nzig k1ei,nen Duetten erl)lutert (Leipzig & ZUl..lichau: Waysenhaus und Frommannischen Jhchhandhmg, 1774) •

.59.

w.a.. , 53.

61. iw., 58ft.

60. I.bisi. , 52 •

PLATE XXX

U5hlein, Excerpt from Apweisung showing scansion and bowing marldngs used.
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nite ~tu.de characteristics, and perhaps should be classif'ied as ~tudes.
They are definitely more than "Beyspielen."
an Allegro, is reproduced on pages 127-130.

U,hlein's tenth example,
62

Two years later, J. F. Reichardt published

Pehe;r die PfUghten

des Ripien-YiQJ jpj step. 63 The rudiments of violin playing are omitted
from this treatise, and caicem is centered upon "guten vollen Ton,"
"sicheren und gelenldgen Ibgen," "Flitigkeit und Sicherheit in der Fingersetzung," and ornamentatiai.
Quantz treatises.

Reference is made to both the Mozart and

There is a good discussion of the duties of a ripimo

violinist -- some of this sounds a good deal like Quantz -- and much
practical information on ornamentation and on violin playing in general,
but no ~tudes are contained. in the treatise.
Ignaz Schweigl designed his Yerbesse;rte Grµndlehre de;r Viglin

64

for use with a music teacher, and provided a second violin part for the
music presented..

The method was wr1 tten for beginners and contains the

usual rudiments of violin playing.

Some of the small compositions in .

binary form which are included in the book are not very melodious but
have a didactic purpose;

others resemble rudimentary ,tudes but the

technical problems seem to be almost lacld.ng.

Some compo~tions appear

62. Il21s1.., 68-71.
63. Johann Friedrich Reichardt, Uebe;r die Pllichten des
:tm. (Berlin & Leipzig: George Jacob Decker, 1776).

64.

Ignaz Schweigl,

Ripien-Violinis-

Verbesserte Grµndl,ehre der Violin zur Er1ej.chterun,i

der Lehrer und zum, Vo;rtheil der SQhlO,e;r (Vienna: Auf Kosten des
Verfassers, 1786).
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Lfflll.ein, Conclusion or Beyspiel X, Violin II, and conclusion or instructions.
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to be just "pieces," and still others constructed in a definite musical
form utilize a repeated finger pattern or phrase to such an extent that
the music degenerates to exercises.

Several of the compositions are

&tudes only by virtue or the fact that their purpose is to teach one to
play in secmd (or another) position.

In a postscript, Schweigl states

that he hoped to write a second book to supply what was lacking in this
one.

The secmd volwne appeared nine years later, 65 and contains four

sections:

(1) "Anweisung, das Flagoletto Ci.e., harmonics.]durch al.le

T1'ne zu spielen";

(2) "Gute Concert-AuszUge au! zwey Violinen mit Fe:rma";

( J) "Die Art, wie man mi t der gebundenen Violine zu spielen pfiegt";
(4) ''Wie man sich den Basso selbsten accompanirt."
the book is caicerned with harmonics;

and

The major portion of

the anonymous compositions form-

ing Part Two utilize harmaiics, and are Atudes.

Scales and pieces are

interspersed, the scale usua.lly being pertinent to the piece or pieces
which follow it.
page from his

Schweigl' s method of notating harmonics is shown on the

Grundlehre der Y1oJ1n

reproduced in Plate 'X.'XXY, page 132.

66

The "/•" and similar markings indicate the position in which the note is
to be played, i.e., one dot means first position, two dots second, etc.
Fingering is indicated by figures;

a natural harmonic is given one figure,

and an artificial has two figures (e.g.,
is the "Grundton. 11

i ) marked over a

single note which

Schweigl remarks that the violin is a tunef'ul instru-

65.

Ignaz Schweigl, Grµpdlehre der
Kosten des Verfassers, 1795).

66.

;w.a.. , J.

Y1°)1n, Zwevter Theil

(Vienna:
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ment, but that it takes a person five or six years to become proficient
at playing it;

that this is often the fault of parents' failure to pro-

vide a good foundation;

that it is difficult to secure a good instruc-

tion book, and that providing a good instruction book is the purpose of
his

Qrµndlehre. 67

On pages 40-45 of his method, Schweigl writes for the

"gebundene Violin."

The word "gebundene" as used by Schweigl does not

mean "fretted," but rather that the tuning of the violin is "controlled"
and that it is in scordatura.
not just one string.

This scordatura concerns the whole violin,

Each string is ti.med a half-tone higher;

this per-

mits the violinist to play natural harmonics in fiat keys since the raised
open string can be used as "Grund.ton."

The music is notated with the

violin part written in a sharp key which is a half-tone lower in pitch
than the accompaniment, which is written in a fiat key.

For example, the

violin part is written in the key of D, and the accompaniment is written
in the key of E-fiat.

A composition which is to be played entirely in

harmonics (including the trill) is reproduced in Plate XXXVI, page 1.'.34. 68
An ,tude playable on a violin which is not in scordatura is reproduced in
Plate XXXVII, page 1.35. 69 Schweigl included in this method instructions
for self-accompaniment on the viol~.

An excerpt from one of the com-

positions to be played in this manner is shown in Plate XXXVIII, p. 1.36.

67. IW_., 39.

68. Il2isi.., 42.

69. Ibid., Pt. 2, p. J.

70. Ibid., 45.

70

1J4
PLATE XXXVI

Sohweigl, Composition for 11Gebundene Violin."
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PLAVE XXXVII

Schweigl,

to be played in harmonics.

· 136
PLATE XXXVIII

Schweigl,

for vi.olin solo, self-accompanied.
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Johann Adam Hiller's small volume entitled Anweisµng zmn Violinspie1,en71 appeared in 1792, but in content and structure it seems
pre-Mozartian.

The main body of the treatise consists of statements ot

principles with illustrative musical examples;

the work as a whole may

be divided into three sectioos, plus an appendix or lexicon of musical
tenns.

These three sectioos present (1) a general description of string

instruments, (2) the violin method, and (3)

die Man1eren,

or ornaments.

The method itself seems to have no clear-cut organizatioo, which may be
seen frCll'l a list of its cootents in order of appearance:
of the violin and bow;
the violin;

(a) holding

(b) names of the notes and how to find them on

(c) fingering of diatonic and chromatic scales through the

third positioo

(der drit;tm Lage);

(d) note types and values, beating

time, and "anderen hied.er gehdringen ni.ngen";

(e) bowing, being mainly

concerned with proper use of up and down bow, or "hinauf" ( "n" = "nauf")
and "herunter" ("r" = "runter") respectively;72 and (f) shifting, through
the fifth position.
and scales are given.

In camection with shifting, short, fingered examples
No music is presented for actual practice or per-

formance.

71. Johann Adam Hiller, Anw:eisµng zmn Violinspie1en, fUr Schµ1en, und
zum, Selbs;bmterrichte (Leipzig: Brei tkopf, 1792). Hiller adds a
note of hi.mior fran time to time w1 th such canments as "In Utopia
m~chte das seyn; aber in Deutschland --l" (p. 4), or, "In den
weichen Tooleitern giebt es eine ldeine contusion." (p. 16)
72. lW.., JJ-42. There is one musical example, two measures long,
illustrating various bow markings.
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In the 1790's, German editions of Geminiani's treatise were
in circulation.

One such was the Qrllndljghe An1eitµng oder ytolip Schµle

ou F)mdamant pour le Violm. 73 Comparison with the London publication
discloses that the title of this Gem.an edition is not the only part of
it that is garbled, for there are omissions from and alterations and mixups in the "essempi."

Furthermore, the German publication contains no

Preface.
Andreas Moser mEl'ltions instructive works which other historians
of violin playing seem to ignore.

He calls attention to the Foreword to

Friedrich Wilhelm Rust's 1, Solosma;te fflr YiQJ 1n pdt Begleitµpg eiper

Zyeitep, which states that the sonata is to

be

played El'ltirely on the E

string, but that it is to be transposed and practiced on the other three
strings also, so that through this work the violinist will acquire facility of the lef't hand in all the positions. 74

This would seem to cause

the work to qualify as an ~tude or quasi-&tude.

Sir George Grove75

writes that this was Rust's last composition;
reads:

Moser quotes a note which

"geschreiben wlhrend meiner letzten Krankheit 1m Verlaufe der

73. Monsr. Gend.niany, GJ1!ndlighe Apleitupg oder L.ioUpJghµle ou F)mda,mgnt pour le Violop (Vienna: Artaria, n.d.
179- ). See Chapter
V, p. 155, for Fnglish publication, and Chapter llI, p. 58, for translation into French.
74. Moser, op, git,, 336. It should be noted that Moser quotes this from
the 1853 edition of the sonata, and it is possible that the matter of
transposition was added by an editor. Nevertheless, it shows that
t)ie sonata was used like an ~tude.
75. Sir George Grove, "Rust, F. W. , "

Grove' s Dictimgry, VII, 338.
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ersten Wochen des Februar

1796. 1176 This sonata has not been available

for examinatim.
Moser mentions the inclusion of one bowing dtude by Franz Adam
Veichtner (1740-1836) in a Regµoil d'e;mrcices published by Breitkopf

&

Hlrtel, but he does not reveal the publication date of this collection.77
Andreas Jakob Ranberg (1767-

sonates

pour

w

y:iplpn, Op. 32.

? ) composed

ftudes ou trois

Moser terms the Adagio cantabile or the

second sonata a superior exercise ("eine vortreffiiche Ubung") in double
stopping;

the last movement of this sonata utilizes fingered octave

passages culminating in double trills in octaves.

The following example

is taken from this movement, "Variations on a theme by stegmann":78

'
Ex. 9.

-n'...:__---·------- · ~

Romberg, Fingered octaves and trills.

76. Moser, op cit, 333. Moser states that this is "an der Spitze" but
·does not make it clear on what the note appears.

77. Wd,., 339.
78. I.l;w1., 341.

Moser calls this "die frtthesten gedruckten Fingersatzoktaven UDi Oktaventriller."
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According to Moser, two publications were issued by Hoffmeister

&

KUhnel in Leipzig entitled:

Etudes de Violon oµ Caprices.

Oeuvre posthµme de Messieurs Fra,n"ois et Joseph Benda,, cideva,nt mrltres
de concert du Rpi de Pru,sse 79 Date of publicatioo is not g1 ven, nor
is date of' composition, but the word "posthume" in the title places
their publication after 1804, the date of' death of' Joseph Benda.

How-

ever, that portion of the caprices written by Franz Benda must be dated
as originating before 1786, for that was the date of his death.

In

Gesghichte des Violipspiels Andreas Moser quotes a lengthy passage
written by Reichardt in Schletterer's

SAllJPilµng musika,lischer yPrtrage

to the affect that Franz &nda, at the time of' his greatest splandor as
an artist, wrote his caprices as suitable studies f'or the many pupils who
came fran all over Europe to study w1 th him.

His inbnt was to present

the problems of' finger placement and bowing in order of' increasing difficulty;

the clear and meaningful execution of on• study should form a

solid foundation for th• understanding and mastery of' the next.

Reichardt

felt that it was "sham•f"ul for Germany" that no complete edition of' the
&ndas' Vin]1psghµ1• exists.

Reichardt recognized that attempts had bean

made, bu.t felt that what ax:isted was full of errors, was incanplete, and
by no m84lls eJq>ressed the intent and purpose of' the Bendas.

80 In recent

79. IW., 324.
80. IW., 325, fn. Reichardt wrote: "Es 1st eine wahre Schande fttr
Deutschland class van dieser·interessanten Violinschule des grossen
Meisters keine vollstlndige korrekte Ausgabe veranstaltet word.en ist.
Man hat zwar eine recht derliche Ausgabe davon zu ma.chen versucht,
aber sie ist wader f'ehle!"f'rei noch vollstlndig und entspricht durchaus
nicht dem beatsichtigten Zwecke des Verfassers."
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years, Joseph Mm.ler-filattau published a "facsimile edition" of the
caprices, 81 but, like his forerunners, he does not present the complete

Vig]jnschule desired

by Reichardt.

In the

Yonrort to his edition,

Mttller-filattau credits authorship of the compositions in the edition
to Franz Benda;

the publisher's Vorrede states that the Hoffmeister

&

Iruhnel publication did not contain all of the "Nachlass von Studien f'Ur
die Violin" written by Franz Benda, and that his Exercices are included
in the "facsimile" edition.

These latter compositions were published

as Exerciges progressifs pour le violgn c<pposfs par Franc

Liyre III. in Leipzig

by

Benda

A. K'Uhnel, according to Mm.ler-filattau.

Moser describes the Hoffmeister

&

Andreas

Ktthnel publication of the Caprices as

containing in the first volume sixteen of Franz Benda's original studies,
of which two were revised by Ferdinand David and given keyboard accompaniment for use in his Hoghsghµle· the second volume oanprised twelve
compositions b.Y' Joseph Benda. 82 Apparently this second volume of the
Hoffmeister

&

KUhnel edition has been omitted from the modern reprint.

Mllller-mattau's "Faksimile-Ausgabe der Erstdrucke" is actually a composite edition;

the editor seems to have formed his "Tell I" from

Franz Benda' s Egergiges prow;ressifs pour le yiolon. and to have used as
"Tell II" those Caprices which had original publication as Livre I of

Etµdes de

vio] on

oµ Caprices

He does not state clearly that this is

81. Franz Benda, Yi,ei,mdyierzig C@rigen rnr ftglipe illein , ad. Joseph
MID.ler-Hl.attau (Stuttgart: I chthus, 1957). Mttl.ler-Hl.attau cites the
original title as "Etude(s) de Violon ou Caprices. Oeuvre posthume
de Messieurs Franc(ois) et Joseph Benda, cidevant Ma!tres de Concert
du Roi de Prusse. Livres I & II."

82. Moser, op, cit., J24.
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what he has dme, however, and it has not been possible for the writer
to verify this assumption.

Although Mllller-ID.attau states that "Die

handschrirtliche U'berlieferung der Capri.can war dagegen sehr ausgedehnt,"

all attempts to procure a microfilm copy of either of the published editions by the Leipzig firms or of manuscripts of these works for examination have proven unsuccessful.
Exandnation of the Mllller-filattau edition discloses that these
compositions are indeed ,tudes of varying lengths and degrees of difficulty.

Many of the ~tu.des in the second part are in double or triple

stops;

several are very difficult.

ot them are in binary form.
extent of keys.

The caprices are musical, and most

In tonality, the volume covers the whole

MU.ller-fil.attau says:

"Die Sammltmg ist kein Etudenwerk

in Sinne des 19. Jahrhtmderts, sondem eine Folge geistvoller Stttcke. 1183
J. F. Reichardt stated that the Caprices were used to instruct him. 84
Actually, the Caprices are the "ingenious compositions" MUller-mattau
considers them to be, but they are also ~tu.des.
Although Wasielewsld.85 discusses the Bendas at length and considers their pedagogic activity, he makes no mention of any caprices or
~tudes.

He describes their many compositions as being a treasure chest

of examples for the study of difficult bowings, but cites no specific

8J. Benda, AP, cit., Voryort.

84.11;4sL

85. Jos. Wilhalm von Wasiel.ewsld., Die fioline w4 ihre Meister (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & mtrtel, 1869), 166-76.
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works.

Alfred Loewenberg mentions many caprices by Franz Benda, "the

greater part of which remained in manuscript, 1186 but has 1ittle to say
about Joseph.

V4clav Piehl composed works for violin instruction, sane of
which were published in Gennany.
low, commenci~ on page 223.

Piehl' s works will be considered be-

Bartolomeo Campagnoli also published his

works in several countries, including Germany, and his instructive materials for the violin will be considered. in Chapter

VI, commencing on

page 186.
The history of the violin ~tude followed somewhat sindlar
lines in Germany and France, and around the beginning of the nineteenth
century, true ~tudes were being published. in both countries.

86. Alfred Loarenberg, "Benda,"

Grove's Dictionary.
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